Development of a custom-made Network Infrastructure with End-User Services and a hyper-converged NLP Assistant
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The main purpose of this project is to setup a complete Network Infrastructure providing advanced end-user services, with the addition of an innovative NLP assistant for system management, which goes under the name of David.

This thesis will serve as a detailed report for the creation of the entire system, divided in three parts: Network (Chapter 2), Virtual Farm (Chapter 3) and David itself (Chapter 4).

This order actually follows the same order of the project development. In fact, the main goal was to provide the basic network access. Later on, many services were introduced to improve the user experience. Finally, the NLP assistant was created to simplify everyday operations of system management. This workflow is presented in the Figure 1.1 below.

This entire project is a no-profit work, created by students to apply the notions learned during university courses to a practical and challenging project.

Being it a free project, the entire creation and implementation was guided by passion and curiosity, resulting in a very custom environment were a lot of services has been integrated as desired to create the actual system.

This project goes under the name of Sala Olimpo, and it will be briefly described in this chapter, while the next ones will provide further details about each component of the architecture.

Figure 1.1: The general workflow.
1.2 The Network Issue

The first task to be carried out was the creation of the Network Infrastructure. In fact, the first aim of the project was the development of a complete Server Room, able to provide internet access to all the users.

The entire network infrastructure was developed in a fully custom fashion since it was created to perfectly fit the building, composed by many floors and hallways. This task turned out to be really challenging, as it required the use of many network devices, especially from the MikroTik brand.

Designing the general architecture required a lot of foresight, and many improvements were made step by step before reaching the current state. A lot of issues were encountered during this part, especially due to limited funds.

A rack was built in the server room, which became the core component for the network infrastructure, containing all the needed products.

Correctly sizing and integrating this set of devices was a crucial task for this part of the project. In addition, they must be easily managed, and possibly in a centralized way.

Another important part of the system is the security aspect. As described later, this issue was covered using an approach heavily based on VLAN. Not only this allowed an easy firewall configuration for the system, but also made it well-ordered and easy to manage and check for troubleshooting.

Several devices, like the NAS and the UPS were later introduced to cover other aspects of the system, like the protection from power outages and data loss. These goals are reached using ad-hoc configurations to better integrate with the system.

As later described, the design pattern adopted for the implementation heavily focus on creating a neat and scalable environment in order to be effectively managed by the admins.

Routes, queue and load balance are crucial for the network to work properly, so everyday adjustments allowed to fine-tune the performance of the system, resulting in a very good service which keeps evolving nowadays.
1.3 The Virtual Farm addition

After the accomplishment of the previous task, a set of services was created and implemented to improve the user experience and provide more useful features.

This improvement was performed by using a centralized server running a set of virtual machines, in other words, a Virtual Farm.

Services are introduced step by step thanks to an environment heavily based on virtualization and segmentation, providing several benefits like the possibility to take snapshots and test services in a sandbox.

The implementation followed a professional and mature workflow, especially with the introduction of many development environments to perform testing and tuning of the services. As described later, these development environments are three, named Test (TEST), Acceptance (ACC) and Production (PROD).

This practice allowed to reduce the disservice to the minimum, especially since promotion from an environment to another requires a lot of tests, like integration and performance ones.

Moreover, promotion of services follows a precise set of rules, in order to avoid unexpected issues during the deployment. In particular, each step of the configuration or development of a service in a virtual machine has been meticulously recorded into a Wiki page, used as a base for promotion to major environments like Acceptance and Production.

This development was really challenging, especially since gaining confidence with the Linux GUI-free environment took a while. From the beginning of the project, every Linux machine was created with no graphical interface, and configured by command line using the SSH protocol.

The final number of available services is pretty high, thanks to new ideas that came out every day, one after another, to keep improving.

1.3.1 The developed services

Here is reported a simple list of the workflow adopted, in order to justify all the implemented services. It is presented in chronological order.

- A list of users able to access the computers in the computer room is needed, so an Active Directory was created in Windows Server 2016. This is the only non-Linux machine.
- The domain join operation requires a DNS server, and having a centralized one would have been very useful. So, a machine with Bind was created.
• User **authentication** to the Wi-Fi avoids improper use of the system, so the Radius machine was built.

• Users may need a **print services**, and accounting is needed to make the user pay for it. So, a print server manager was developed.

• The print server, along with other services, requires a database to work. So, a centralized **MySQL database** was created.

• A free cloud service for the users was an interesting service, especially if linked with a free email account. So, a machine was created to host **NextCloud** and an email server.

• A **reverse proxy server** with SSL certificates is required for all these services to work with only one public IP. So, proxy with SSL offloading was hosted by a dedicated virtual machine.

• An **admin console** could be useful to manage the entire system, along with a **monitoring platform**. So, Rhea Admin Console was created along with the Grafana platform.

• An **UPS** was added, so a VMA was required to proper exploit it. So, RielloBox was created.

• Since a reverse proxy was added, many other **web-based services** could be added. So, VillaWeb was added as a container for those services.

• To solve some **permission issues** with NextCloud and the Windows workstations, a small samba server was introduced.

As can be seen, each virtual machine was created for a well-defined purpose.

This creation required a lot of effort, especially since many of those services are not meant to be integrated with others. This required the development of **orchestrators, connectors**, and other workaround like **custom sockets** to make the whole system work properly.

A high-level diagram of the entire architecture is shown in *Figure 1.2*.

**No guides** were followed to reach this goal, but only the documentation of each software or tools, many of those retrieved using the **man** Linux command or the comment placed by vendors on the configuration files.

The result is an **entirely custom system**, created to fulfil all the functional requirements of this use case. However, the administration of this system by not well trained admins may be difficult to achieve.

To solve this issue, an innovative idea was added to the system as a very special feature, described in the next paragraph.
Figure 1.2: A high-level diagram of the architecture.
1.4 The innovative idea: David

After the conclusion of the Production Virtual Farm, the entire project could have been concluded, but the development of a new system feature was started instead. This peculiar idea was born with the name of David: an artificial intelligence-based Virtual Assistant for network infrastructure and production virtual farm management.

The main goal of the project is the possibility to give inputs to this software by means of Natural Language\(^{(1)}\), allowing natural conversation with the assistant using vocal or textual messages.

Using this approach, admins can interact with David without following a particular scheme, and even without knowing the syntax of the entire set of commands.

David can literally guide the admin to its set of features to help with the resolution of a problem or a fast diagnosis, even using charts and images as output. Moreover, all these functionalities can be exploited without writing a single line of code and without accessing all the components involved in the architecture.

To reach this goal, this virtual assistant interacts with many components, in order to accomplish different task regarding different services, software, hardware and configurations.

In other words, David is essentially a hyper-converged software for system management and lifecycle. As a centralized software, it can be exploited using different communication tools:

- The first one introduced was Amazon Alexa, a cloud-based voice service available on tens of millions of devices from Amazon and third-party manufacturers.
  By using this platform, the Speech-To-Text part is performed automatically, as a dedicated device is in charge of calling David.
  For this project, the Alexa service was developed using one Echo Dot 2 device, and now it is exploited using also an Echo Dot 3 device.
- The second one is a Telegram bot, as it is one of the most commonly-used instant messaging services.
  This choice made the service extremely portable, as it does not require dedicated hardware or specific client application to call David.
  In addition, this tool also allows to communicate using images as output.

\(^{(1)}\) In linguistics, a natural language, or ordinary language, is any language that has evolved naturally in humans through use and repetition without conscious planning or premeditation. Natural languages can take different forms, such as speech or signing. They are distinguished from constructed and formal languages such as those used to program computers or to study logic.
All of these tools, software and communication channels are perfectly integrated in the final product, which exploits different services and adopts several methods in order to provide an optimal set of features.

Some of this tools and methods are graphically presented in the tag cloud of the Figure 1.3 below.

![Tag Cloud](image)

*Figure 1.3: A Tag Cloud representing some topic related to the development of David.*

### 1.4.1 Alexa: Motivation and issues of the project

This project was created to help the everyday management of the infrastructure, and speed up some commonly performed operations.

Primarily, the goal was to create an automatic tool capable of performing system diagnosis and help troubleshooting. So, the first prototype was in charge of checking the status of active services and the network load.

Developed on a Tomcat server, this service was meant to be called using a graphical dashboard reachable via web application. In fact, the idea was more like a set of shortcut for executing a set of frequently used functionalities.

After this first approach, an important decision was made, i.e. to call this service using a vocal assistant like Alexa. This drastically changed the requisites for the project, as the interaction with Alexa required an accurate assignment of keywords for all commands.

The main problem in this scenario was the need of correctly spelling all the commands along with their syntax. Moreover, the recognition of custom names like RielloBox was difficult, as Alexa Speech-To-Text does not allow customization.
To overcome this problem, an approach using Natural Language Processing was adopted. With this feature, David became able to understand the user commands, which are represented by an Intents.

Basically, each intent represents a specific functionality of David, and each sentence can be translated into a particular intent.

This calculation is made automatically by Amazon Alexa, by means of machine learning algorithms using neural networks to determine the result. As a machine learning algorithm, some examples of phrases must be given to the tool to correctly build the model.

However, by providing only a couple of examples, the engine may not train it not sufficiently, and thus the intent recognition may result in a wrong result. Moreover, Amazon Alexa Service does not provide the option for easily building an entire dialogue structure to follow the user’s request.

In order to provide this feature, a secondary intent recognition engine has been used: Watson Assistant. It is a service from the IBM Cloud Software and part of the Watson suite.

Basically, the entire system was set up to use Alexa only for the Speech-To-Text part, which is actually really good; while the intent recognition functionality is demanded entirely to Watson.

Not only several benchmarks demonstrated that Watson can perform a better intent and entity recognition, but it also allows to create an entire dialogue system. Intent, entities involved and context variables allow to guide users to a specific function to be performed. Moreover, Watson has an incredible capability of fuzzy-matching detection over entities, making the recognition of the customized ones possible. The general workflow is presented in Figure 1.4.

**Figure 1.4: The workflow for the Alexa architecture.**
1.4.2 Telegram: A further step for the project

One of the biggest lacks of the Alexa system is the impossibility to communicate using graphical representation of data, such as graphs or measurements.

In addition, the portability is another big issue. The needs for a dedicated hardware, always connected to a network and to a power source, does not allow to create a portable service for the infrastructure.

Moreover, the accountability is highly difficult to obtain, since the same device is used by different admins and it is impossible to keep track of all of them without using some esoteric and complicated configuration.

To overcome this set of problems, the David service was made usable by means of a Telegram bot, with the account name @salaolimpo_bot.

Same as the Alexa system, this architecture uses Watson Assistant to perform intent and entity recognition. In addition, the entity match for this system performs significantly better than the Alexa one, as messages comes already in textual form.

To help the creation of the Telegram bot, a very special software originally developed by IBM is used. This software is called Node-RED. Written in JavaScript, this tool is essentially a flow-based development tool, particularly useful to wire together devices, APIs and online services.

It works by means of flows, each one representing one or more functionalities to provide. For this case, the task is to handle the message set to the bot, in order to correctly perform the intent recognition and the relative action.

Of course, the same Service Layer of the previous architecture is used in this case, as the set of functionalities is pretty much the same, with the exception for visual output and other features like notifications.

The basic workflow is shown in Figure 1.5.

![Figure 1.5: The workflow for the Telegram bot.](image-url)
Several improvements were introduced on the chatbot, in particular:

- **An authentication mechanism** is added to the bot. This grants access to the bot only to the system admins, as accessing the bot requires a password. This is actually a custom alternative to the standard authentication method natively implemented by the BotFather of telegram.

- **Vocal messages** can be sent as input to the bot, and in addition it can produce audio responses as output.

  This particular feature is integrated using other services of the IBM Bluemix platform, named Text-To-Speech and Speech-To-Text.

  The first one translates the user vocal notes into text, sent later normally to Watson Assistant. Instead, the second one performs the opposite task, translating an output from David’s Service Layer into an audio file.

  These two services perfectly integrate directly with the Node-RED platform; as specific nodes are available to interact with the entire Watson suite.

- **A subscription** can be done to receive notification from the bot. Examples of notifications are resource problems for the Virtual Farm, high temperature for the system, and similar.

  There are four levels for the notification (Critical, Warning, Info, None), which can be set for each subscription.

  This is very useful as immediately informs the admins about a possible problem in the system, allowing a fast diagnosis and prevention of issues.

As later further described, the actual product is adaptable and simple to use.

However, this is actually a POC of what David can become in the future. Lots of features can be added, and lot of operations implemented.

This software actually required a lot of time to be implemented, and effort for the correct integration within the system. Every feature was added separately in order to experiment a functionality or test a new possibility.

As a team project, David will hopefully keep evolving in the future, integrating many new operations and becoming an even more complete system.

For example, new channels for the input could be added along with more different useful functionalities; all of this to highlight even more the hyper-converged nature of this very special project.
Chapter 2: Network

2.1 Introduction

This chapter covers all the network set up, in terms of hardware, software and protocols used. The following functional requirements will justify several technical choices in the following chapters:

- The network must serve at least 150 users at the same time.
- Internet access must be provided via Wi-Fi in the entire building.
- Users must be authenticated when using Wi-Fi.
- A computer room is disposed to provide print services and standard computer utilities.
- The access to management infrastructures must be denied to regular users.
- Some services must be accessible from outside the building.
- A DMZ is required to isolate the exposed services.

A top-level design of the system is given in the Figure 2.1.

As can be seen, the architecture is composed by a central Server Room, containing a rack with the main network equipment, a computer Room (named Sala Olimpo) and many access points providing Wi-Fi access to users.
2.2 Hardware Setup

2.2.1 The rack

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the server room contains a rack, the main core of the network system. As described in Figure 2.2, it contains:

- A 24-ports GS-1900 ZyXEL Switch
- A 48-ports GS-1900 ZyXEL Switch
- A RB 3011 MikroTik RouterBoard
- A CR S106 MikroTik RouterBoard
- A TS-431 QNAP NAS
- A Riello Vision 1500 UPS
- The main server containing the Virtual Farm, named Apollo

Figure 2.7: The main rack.

2.2.2 The main switches and routers

The ZyXEL 24 ports is used entirely to wire the Sala Olimpo (our computer room), which contains five computers, named Demetra, Dioniso, Efteso, Ermes and Ares. Computer names, along with those of other hardware devices, are inspired by Greek mythology. As an example, the main server is named Apollo as it replaces the previous server named Zeus, and finally the administration computer used to configure the it is called Prometheus.
The remaining ports are used to provide internet access with Ethernet sockets in the computer room. The devices that are physically connected to those sockets form the VLAN\textsuperscript{(1)} 20.

To deal with VLANs, a switch port can be set as untagged member or tagged member for them. More specifically, it must be either:

- Untagged \textit{for a single} VLAN: packets going through an untagged port are tag-free.
- Tagged \textit{for one or more} VLANs: packets going through a tagged port must contain the VLAN tag in front, otherwise they will be discarded.

The switch is thus configured for accepting packets from VLAN 20, having all ports untagged for it. This allows traffic from this VLAN to be accepted without the VLAN tag.

A dedicated 24-ports was chosen in order to have a simple configuration and to apply specific policies for the computer room. An example is the loop protection, which is configured only in the 24-ports switch to avoid damage in case two sockets are connected through an Ethernet cable by unaware users.

The switch is then connected to the system by the MikroTik CR S106 routerboard, actually used as a simple backbone fibre switch, as shown in Figure 2.5. It has 5 SFP ports, filled with some Cisco SFP modules and some LC-LC fibre cables.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{network_backbone.png}
\caption{The Network backbone using the MikroTik CR S106 fibre switch.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{(1)} A Virtual LAN is a logical subnetwork that can group together a collection of devices from different physical LANs. Each VLAN has one ID from 1 to 4096 (VID), which can be inserted in front of a network packet as a simple header named tag.
The introduction of this device avoids the employment of Ethernet ports on the other devices, and was a chance to experiment some interesting fibre network system. Moreover, a star point connection is simple to monitor and manage (even if it increases fault risks).

Being a MikroTik [1] hardware, it runs a version of RouterOS(1) [2]. However, we configured this routerboard to be used just as a L2 switch. This can easily be performed with the bridge menu in RouterOS, allowing the interconnection of hosts connected to separate LANs as if they were attached to a single L1AN.

This routerboard is also connected to the ZyxEL [3] 48 ports, the main switch of our system and all these objects belong to the VLAN 5, used precisely for network hardware.

The 48 ports switch connects many other devices; therefore, each port is configured ad-hoc for its purpose. In example, for the server connection, ports are configured as tagged since only packets with the VLAN tag are allowed to pass.

Some LAG(2) are configured to combine multiple network connections, increasing throughput and providing redundancy in case of failure. ZyxEL switches can be configured using the web interface, as shown in Figure 2.4 [4].

---

(1) **RouterOS** is the operating system of all MikroTik routerboards. It can also be installed on a PC and will turn it into a router with all the necessary features - routing, firewall, bandwidth management, wireless access point, backhaul link, hotspot gateway, VPN server and more.

(2) A **LAG** (Link Aggregation Group) combines many physical ports together to make a single high-bandwidth data path.
Example of connected systems and relative configuration are:

- A Canon C3520 printer, the main printer: port untagged (VLAN 10).
- A LAG for QNAP NAS: LAG untagged (VLAN 10)
- A LAG for Apollo (the main server): LAG tagged (VLAN 10)
- The Wi-Fi equipment, reached via Ethernet cables going to all the floors. Each port is configured as tagged for VLAN 6 (management) and VLAN 21, 22 and 24 (users VLAN).

Last but not least, a crucial device for this section is the RB 3011 MikroTik routerboard.

**This is the core router, firewall and gateway of the entire system.**

All the employed ISP lines are connected to its Ethernet ports. Those lines belong to different providers like Telecom, Fastweb, BBEll and Eolca.

These interfaces can be easily configured with Winbox\(^{(1)}\) [5], assigning addresses to them and configuring a proper route (see Chapter 2.3.1).

In addition, several VLAN were defined to properly manage the network and provide logical segmentation. In particular, VLANs filters enhance network security, perform address summarization, subnetwork isolation, and mitigate network congestion.

Virtual LANs are used to isolate the management network (VLAN 6), from which the virtual farm and the entire network system can be accessed and configured, from the user networks (VLAN 21, 22 and 24). In this way the system can provide different queue speeds, isolation among the different development environments (Test – Acceptance – Production) and other ad-hoc policies. The main VLANs are:

- VLAN 5 – Hardware: it contains devices such as access points and routers.
- VLAN 6 – Management: used by admins to manage the system.
- VLAN 10 – Production Farm: virtual machines providing basic services such as Active Directory, DNS, Radius and many others.
- VLAN 11 – Test Farm: used to deploy and test new machines.
- VLAN 12 – Acceptance Farm: second and last step before production for machines deployment and test.
- VLAN 20 – Sala Olimpo: reserved for computer room.
- VLAN 21 – Free network: similar to users’ one but with MAC address whitelist authentication. Used by special machines such as TVs and printers.
- VLAN 22 – Guest: used in special occasions such as parties with guests.
- VLAN 24 – 802.1x: users network with bandwidth limit, accounting and WPA-E authentication with RADIUS.

\(^{(1)}\) *Winbox is a small utility that allows administration of MikroTik RouterOS using a GUI.*
For many VLANs a **DHCP pool** is created since the main MikroTik router is also the default gateway and DHCP of the network. For simplicity, address assignment is based on VLAN numbers using the subnets `10.0.V.0/24`, where V is the VID.

Of course, some VLANs (such as VLAN 5 or VLAN 10) don’t have a DHCP pool. This is because these networks are composed exclusively by devices with static IPs.

For example, addresses in the VLAN 6 are in the `10.0.6.0/24` network, while addresses in the VLAN 10 are in the `10.0.10.0/24` network. Two exceptions are the VLAN 22 and 24 since they can have more than 253 users. To solve this problem, DHCP pools `10.0.22.0/23` and `10.0.24.0/23` were chosen for these networks.

An example of Winbox screenshot is given in the *Figure 2.5.*

![Figure 2.5: The Winbox utility used to configure and manage RouterOS](image)

### 2.2.3 Access points configuration

Internet access is provided using several MikroTik access points. The chosen model for the basic access point is the hAP Lite RB941, which can easily be configured with the **CAPsMAN**[1] [6] feature of MikroTik products.

This powerful tool basically allows centralization of wireless network management and data processing.

---

[1] When using **CAPsMAN**, the network consists of many ‘Controlled Access Points’ (CAP) that provide wireless connectivity; and a ‘system Manager’ (CAPsMAN) that manages the configuration of the APs.
In each hallway the access points are connected as shown in the Figure 2.11. This simplifies the wiring from the floors to the server room (with an imperceptible performance drop).

![Figure 2.11: The cascaded connection of the CAPs.](image)

Being the access points also MikroTik products, they can be easily accessed using Winbox, creating a user-friendly centralized environment.

Finally, several MikroTik SXTG 5HPND outdoor access points were introduced, in order to provide network access outside the building. These devices also support CAPsMAN configuration for centralized management. Being outdoor-specific, these devices provide a better and directional range of Wi-Fi access.

In addition, these products support PoE\(^{(1)}\) power supply, which makes them weather-proof and easy to install.

Another ad-hoc configuration is used to provide internet access to a detached building, using a radio link with two Ubiquiti M5 300 antennas. However, being this a L2 link it is totally transparent to the entire system in terms of VLAN and configuration. This setup is shown in the Figure 2.12.

![Figure 2.12: The radio link architecture for internet access in separate buildings.](image)

\(^{(1)}\) **Power over Ethernet (PoE)** passes electric power along with data on twisted pair Ethernet cabling. This allows a single cable to provide both data connection and electric power to devices such as wireless access points, IP cameras, and VoIP phones.
2.2.4 UPS and NAS

To prevent power outage damages, a Riello Vision 1500 UPS\(^{(1)}\) [7] was added.

In this configuration, each rack device is connected to the UPS, which can provide a run-time of at least twenty minutes on power outage.

When time is running low, the remaining portion is used by a special virtual machine to gracefully shutdown the server, the virtual machines and eventually other network systems.

This operation is performed by upsmon\(^{(2)}\) (see Chapter 3.18).

Two of the eight sockets of our UPS are called Enegyshare socket [8]. They allow to manage the connected devices in a smart way, shutting down the less important ones in order to reserve more battery life for more important devices.

In this system secondary devices are shut down 10 minutes after the power outage.

The last covered topic in this section is the TS-431 QNAP NAS\(^{(3)}\) [9].

These NAS models are particularly easy to configure, as the simple insertion of the QNAP Cloud Code grants access to a cloud-based configuration console named myQNAPcloud [10].

This NAS contains four Seagate 2TB disks, configured with a RAID\(^{(4)}\) 10.

A RAID 10 is a special combination of two types of RAID:

- RAID 0 consists of striping. The throughput of read and write operations is multiplied by the number of disks, as reads and writes are done concurrently in multiple disks.
- RAID 1 consists of data mirroring. If a drive fails, the controller uses either the data drive or the mirror drive for data recovery and continues the operation.

---

\(^{(1)}\) An Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) is an electrical apparatus that provides emergency power to a load when the mains power fails. The on-battery run-time of most UPS is relatively short, but sufficient to perform a graceful shutdown of the system.

\(^{(2)}\) Upsmon is a client process responsible for the most important part of UPS monitoring: shutting down the system when the power goes out. It can also call out to other helper programs for notification purposes.

\(^{(3)}\) A Network-attached storage (NAS) is a data storage server connected to a network providing data access to a heterogeneous group of clients. A NAS is specialized for serving files either by its hardware, software, or configuration.

\(^{(4)}\) A Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID), is a data storage virtualization technology that combines multiple physical disk drive components into one or more logical units for the purposes of data redundancy, performance improvement, or both.
The RAID 10 combines these benefits as shown in the Figure 2.13, providing data redundancy and performance improvement at the same time. This performance is well used by the LAG created for this device, providing a really good overall performance.

![Figure 2.13: The RAID 10 Schema. [11]](image)

With this configuration there are approximately 4TB of space which can be used by the system. NFS\(^1\) v2/v3/v4 services were also enabled, as the NAS will be largely used by Linux systems.

This protocol, along with the NAS GUI and others services like winbind, simplifies permission management, a crucial issue for network storage security.

As a result, there are many Shares\(^2\) configured with specific and carefully assigned permissions for different kinds of users.

Many other aspects of this very important device will be later discussed, especially for services like NextCloud and Active Directory folder redirection.

### 2.2.5 The rack colours

To conclude this section, a coloured image of the main rack is posted as Figure 2.5. Different colours were used for different purpose cables:

- Yellow: floor APs
- Red: ISP
- Blue: computer room
- Green: printers / servers
- Black: storage / devices
- Grey: dedicated lines
- Teal: fibre cable

\(^1\) **Network File System (NFS)** is a distributed file system protocol allowing a computer to access files over a computer network much like local storage is accessed.

\(^2\) A **shared resource** (or network share) is a computer resource made available from one host to other hosts on a computer network.
Figure 2.14: The fully coloured rack, core of the network.

Note also the Amazon Echo Dot 2 device (Alexa) whose usage will be largely discussed in the next chapters.
2.3 Network Configuration

2.3.1 Routes and Queues

Having different ISP, many routes to those gateways were created.

All of those routes were set to destination 0.0.0.0/0 in the proper routes menu. By doing so, any of these routes can be chosen for navigation to any address. However, a basic load balancer was set up using a special MikroTik feature called Mangles [12]. It provides a pre-routing option like Cisco’s policy-map, allowing a simple address-based network balance.

In particular, the mangle feature process is presented in the Figure 2.10 and described below:

- The MikroTik firewall assigns to each packet a routing mark, depending on the source IP address. The routing mark is assigned as follow:
  - A hash algorithm is applied to the source IP, obtaining a 32-bit value.
  - This value is divided by a configured denominator, obtaining a remainder.
  - The remainder is used to assign the routing mark. Based on the connection bandwidth, multiple remainders can be assigned to a single routing mark type, allowing a better load balance.
- The routing mark is later used to properly route the packet.

![Figure 2.15: The routing mark assignment and utilization.](image)

For some VLANs, routing marks are set regardless of the source address.

For example, the VLAN 10 (Production Farm) has the “Eolc” routing mark always set, as many services exposed requires a static public IP (see Chapter 2.3.5).
In addition, depending on the chosen VLAN policy, a special PCQ can be configured.

A Per Connection Queue (PCQ) is a queuing discipline that can be used to dynamically shape traffic for multiple users.

In this case, it is configured to set up a rate limit over the entire VLAN for a single address. Other parameters such as the burst limit can be freely configured.

2.3.2 Firewall

A good firewall configuration is crucial in a network system [13].

In the MikroTik RouterOS, the firewall operates by means of firewall rules. Each rule consists of two parts: the matcher, which matches traffic flow against given conditions; and the action, which defines the operations to be performed.

Firewall filtering rules are grouped together in chains. Rules are taken from the chain from top to bottom. If a packet matches the criteria of the rule, then the specified action is performed on it, and no more rules are processed in that chain.

If a packet has not matched any rule within the built-in chain, then it is accepted. There are three predefined chains:

- **Input**: used to process entering packets with one of the router’s addresses destination.
- **Forward**: used to process packets passing through the router.
- **Output**: used to process packets generated by the router.

![Firewall Configuration](image)

*Figure 2.16: An example of firewall configuration using Winbox.*
The firewall base configuration for this system is presented in the Figure 2.11. The basic principle of this firewall is simple, as the rules follow these simple criteria:

- a. Input chain packets for local services (such as DNS) are accepted.
- b. Input or forward chains packets from management networks (e.g. VLAN 6) are always accepted.
- c. Forward chain packet to admin networks (e.g. VLAN 5) are logged.
- d. Input chain packets are dropped.
- e. Forward chain packets to admin networks (e.g. VLAN 5) are dropped.

This makes the firewall system really easy to read and manage.

### 2.3.3 Boarder and NAT

Since there are also wireless ISP (like Eolis) with public IP addresses, another routerboard was placed on the building roof in order to simplify management, traffic flow and to provide a NAT to expose public services such as Cloud and Mai. The chosen product for this role is a MikroTik RB 493 AH routerboard (roof border hereinafter), connected directly to the main routerboard.

The architecture is shown in Figure 2.12.

![Figure 2.17: The roof border architecture for wireless ISP.](image)

This specific solution was adopted instead of a classic L2 switch to easily deal with the public (not assignable) IP addresses. Another solution to achieve this goal would be to use an L2+ switch and a smart VLAN use.

However, a routing solution was chosen as it was considered to be more suitable for this task, and more easy to be managed.
An interesting fact is that all these ISPs provide network access in exchange for hosting their BTS\(^{(1)}\) systems, all of them placed in the roof and connected to the roof border. This allows to have internet access for a really cheap price.

Another up-side of having this border is the possibility to use the NAT\(^{(2)}\) functionality and perform an easy setup of a VPN\(^{(3)}\) over the public IP address.

To activate this functionality, the L2TP/IPsec server was enabled on the border, along with the creation of usernames and secrets to enable connections.

To take full advantage from the NAT feature, two domains were bought (salaolimpo.eu and salaolimpo.cloud) and used to externalize some services, like a cloud platform (www.salaolimpo.cloud), a webmail (www.salaolimpo.eu), an ftp server (nas.salaolimpo.eu), and many others discussed later (see Chapter 3).

Many of these services are reachable via an SSL off-loader proxy since they all overlay over ports 80 and 443.

Other services using different ports (like ftp for port 21) are directly forwarded by the NAT to the correct machine and potentially to another specified port.

Having two ISP providing public IP address; one of them is employed for Production-Environment services, while the other is used for Acceptance-Environment services. This allowed to correctly perform test before adding a new service or replace an old one, without creating disservice for the users.

Some logos of the services exposed using the NAT functionality are displayed in the Figure 2.15.

\[\text{Figure 2.18: The logos of the exposed user and admin services.}\]

\(^{(1)}\) A Base Transceiver Station (BTS) is a piece of equipment that simplifies wireless communication between end user equipment and an ISP network, acting precisely as a transceiver between those actors.

\(^{(2)}\) The NAT functionality provides external access to many services.

\(^{(3)}\) The VPN is used by the admins to remotely manage the system, as the IP address assigned by the VPN is part of the management network.
Chapter 3: Server Farm

3.1 Introduction

This chapter will cover the Virtual Server Farm topic in terms of software, services and protocols used.

A virtual server farm is an environment that employs multiple application and infrastructure servers using a server virtualization program such as VMware.

Firstly, some of the functional requirements for the use case are presented:

- Users must have an account which can be used in many applications.
- Each user has a credit, used for printing purposes.
- The user experience must be as easy as possible.
- Some services like Cloud and Mail must be accessible to users.
- Other services (e.g. a monitoring platform) must be accessible by admins.
- These features must be accessible from outside.
- These services must be properly integrated in the system using either connectors or orchestrators.

For this project, all the virtual farm is hosted in a single physical computer running a version of VMware ESXi\(^{(1)}\) Server 5.1 [14], as shown in Figure 3.1.

![Figure 3.19: A screen of the vSphere 5.1 Client, connected to VMware ESXi Server 5.1.](image)

\(^{(1)}\) VMware ESXi (formerly ESX) is a hypervisor software developed by VMware for deploying and serving virtual machines.
The design pattern adopted heavily relies on the virtualization of services. Every set of services runs on different virtual machines, providing many benefits like:

- **Snapshots**\(^{(1)}\): which makes the rollback operation easy and cheap to perform, allowing a huge time savings when a misconfiguration or a change of mind occur.
- **Migration and Failover**: machines can be moved to another host machine easily, providing uninterrupted service if the prior physical host is, for example, taken down for maintenance. This allows the VM to continue operations from the last-known coherent state, rather than the current state.
- **Cost saving**: as only a single computer (with high resources) is needed. Good virtualizing software along with proper configurations leads to efficient resource utilization.
- **Hardware Virtualization**: software executed on these virtual machines is separated from the underlying hardware resources. For example, a computer that is running Microsoft Windows may host a Linux virtual machine.
- **Sandbox**\(^{(2)}\) and Development Environments: as shown in Figure 3.2, a DTAP cycle is used for service deployment, which is easy to be applied in a virtualized environment. Moreover, production deployment can be performed for a specific service without affecting others.
- **Transparency and independency between services**: by separating all the services between each other, a misconfiguration or more generally an error for one of those VM doesn’t affect the other ones. This also allows to separate logs for efficient troubleshooting. As a consequence, resolution attempts can be performed without affecting other systems.

![Figure 3.20: The DTAP cycle adopted for services development.](image)

\(1\) A **snapshot** is a state of a virtual machine, and generally its storage devices, at an exact point in time. It enables to later restore the virtual machine’s state at the time of the snapshot, undoing any changes that occurred afterwards.

\(2\) A **sandbox** is a testing environment that isolates untested code changes from the production environment.
3.2 Development Environments

For the lifecycle management of all the services, a three-tier architecture was adopted using three different Development Environment\(^{(1)}\) properly isolated between each other using VLAN and firewall rules.

The stages adopted are:

- **Test (TEST)**, where new virtual machines or new services can be created, configured, and developed without affecting active ones. Services in TEST are isolated from others, except when communication between services is required. This isolation is obtained with the VLAN 11 as TEST VLAN. During this phase, the list of operations and configurations used are stored in a dedicated page on the MediaWiki platform (see Chapter 3.15). Once the machine or the service is properly working on TEST, it can be promoted to the next development environment.

- **Acceptance (ACC)**, where new virtual machines or services developed in TEST undergo an integration test. To perform this operation, the dedicated page on MediaWiki is followed by replicating all and only the reported steps. If the deployment succeeded, then it is tested within all the system. Otherwise, the deploy will be started over after some edits in TEST environment and in the MediaWiki page. The ACC environment is isolated from other environments, but its deployed services are free to communicate with each other, as required for an integration test. This is obtained with the VLAN 12, as ACC VLAN. If all the integration tests are successful, then the machine is promoted to the next development environment.

- **Production (PROD)**, where only working machines and services are kept. All these services are available for end users, so they must be reliable in order to avoid disservices. The PROD VLAN (VLAN 10) is free to communicate with the entire system, since successful ACC tests have asserted the integration correctness. Moreover, the installation should always be successful on the first try, as PROD deployment follows the same practices of ACC deployment.

In the next chapters all the virtual machines in PROD environment are discussed more in depth, as they required a lot of effort to configure.

---

\(^{(1)}\) A Development Environment is a computer system where a computer program or software component is deployed and executed. This structured release process allows phased deployment (rollout), testing, and rollback in case of problems.
3.3 Windows Server

3.3.1 Introduction

This virtual machine is the primary Active Directory [15] server and Domain Controller(1) of the system.

More specifically, it contains the LDAP database [16] for the users, along with an internal PKI acting as the root CA. As an Active Directory server, it manages policies for computers part of the domain (i.e. all the PC in computer room).

![Microsoft Active Directory logo.](image)

This machine was managed and configured using the Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP), even though ordinary operations are performed using the Rhea Admin Console (see Chapter 3.16) or David (see Chapter 4).

The forest contains only a single domain, and its structure is shown in Figure 3.4.

![Active Directory Domain structure for the system.](image)

---

(1) A Domain Controller is a server that responds to security authentication requests within a Windows Server domain.
3.3.2 Installation and Configuration – Active Directory

Every common operation can be performed using the Server Manager [17] application. It is the main component of Windows Server, as it can be used to install all the desired features and properly configure each component.

The first component needed is the Active Directory, which is the core part of the domain. Therefore, the AD feature is firstly added using the Server Manager and then configured to be promoted to a Domain Controller.

This step requires a forest\(^{(1)}\) creation. In this case, the forest contains only the domain olimpo.usg, and all the computers and virtual machines are part of it.

Promotion to Domain Controller requires a dynamic DNS update. The DNS must grant update permission to the DC for some specific zones, as join operation uses a DNS query of type SRV, since the supplicant needs to know the address of the primary DC. When a join operation takes place, the DNS is updated one more time to add an A record for the newly joined hostname.

VillaDNS machine (see Chapter 3.4) is used as a DNS for this operation. This choice was made as Bind9 is considered more configurable than Window DNS. Moreover, Microsoft itself suggests that Active Directory should be the only running service on a Windows Server machine. This advice was accepted as the “divide et impera” practice has been largely adopted in this system.

After the service deployment, the LDAP database can be populated by creating user accounts. This feature is crucial in this system, as it provide a backend for centralized login\(^{(2)}\) used by almost every deployed service.

The Figure 3.5 gives only some examples of services using this LDAP database.

\[\text{Figure 3.23: A small set of services that uses the LDAP database for authentication purpose.}\]

\(^{(1)}\) A forest is a complete instance of Active Directory. Each forest acts as a top-level container in that it houses all domain containers for that particular Active Directory instance.

\(^{(2)}\) Authentication can be exploited using standard authentication methods, like MS-CHAP, or others like LDAP binding. Some other services use synchronization of accounts, performed by an LDAP search on the domain.
3.3.3 Installation and Configuration – Certificate Server

A Certificate Authority Server [18] has been introduced to create a PKI for the domain. Basically, it is used to distribute signed certificates over the system. Certificates are needed to bind in LDAPS (LDAP over SSL), required by some services like FreeRADIUS (see Chapter 3.5). In particular, the server is configured as an Enterprise CA(1).

Once the Enterprise CA is deployed, a certificate can be issued using the MMC tool, as shown in Figure 3.6. During this operations, the certificates can be configured ad-hoc for actual need.

As example, they can be configured to expire within a given date, or to be valid for a specific usage such as Server Authentication or Client Authentication.

![Figure 24: The MMC tool, used to issue and configure certificates.](image)

### 3.3.4 Installation and Configuration – Folder Redirection

Another important service of Windows Server is the Folder Redirection(2) [19]. In this specific case, it is used to redirect user folders in a domain-joined NAS; containing a share with Windows ACL support and read/write permission properly set for Domain Users.

This gives many advantages, for example:

---

1. An **Enterprise CA** is integrated with Active Directory. The server will use domain services for certificate management, and it integrates with the directory for naming and authentication. This type of CA differs from the Standalone option, that doesn’t integrate with AD.

2. **Folder Redirection** redirects the path of a known folder to a new location using a Group Policy. The new location can be a folder on the local computer or a directory on a file share.
• A large storage for user files is not needed as all files are stored in the NAS. In addition, they are protected from data loss with the RAID10 feature.
• User files are not stored directly on the computer, meaning that a user can freely change the PC workstation without losing files. This is particularly useful in this system since users can access each workstation randomly.
• Storing files on shares prevents computer faults to impact these files.
• User files are exposed and can be accessed using the cloud platform.

Using the **Group Policy**\(^1\) **Management** tool, a **GPO**\(^2\) must be created and configured for the required feature, as shown in *Figure 3.5*. This policy is later linked with the OU containing all the users enabled to use the computer room.

![Figure 3.5: The Group Policy Management tool, used for GPO creation and deployment.](image)

In the workstations, as shown in *Figure 3.6*, a green checkmark over the folder icon points out that it is correctly redirected and synchronized with NAS folder.

![Figure 3.6: The green icon representing the Folder Redirection feature.](image)

\(^1\) **Group Policy** is a feature of the Windows NT family systems that controls the working environment of user and computer accounts. It provides centralized management and configuration of systems, applications, and users' settings in an Active Directory environment.

\(^2\) A **Group Policy Object** (GPO) is a collection of settings that define what a system will look like and how it will behave for a defined group of users.
3.4 VillaDNS

3.4.1 Introduction

This virtual machine represents a very important service for the network, since it’s the main DNS of the system. The software used is Bind9\(^1\) [20], and its logo is shown in Figure 3.5.

![BIND logo](image)

*Figure 3.27: The Bind9 logo.*

Each computer in the VLAN 20, and optionally others, use this machine as DNS.

3.4.2 Installation and configuration

For the configuration part, only some files must be edited:

- **named.conf.options** contains the base options for the service. For example, forwarders (like 8.8.8.8 and 8.8.4.4) can be set for non-mastered zones; along with other options like subnet allowed to query, to recur and to update. In addition, the update part can be configured, as the domain controller must be allowed to update the DNS for LDAP SRV records and all the computers joining the domain.

- **named.conf.local** allow to specify options for each zone of our interest. In particular, a very important zone is olimpo.vsg. For this zone, bind will act as master DNS. For each zone of interest, a specific file must be created containing all the configuration required. They contain info such as the SOA (start of authority) record, the version number, the NS record, and other standard ones such as A and CNAME.

- A reverse zone can be also optionally configured. In this case, a zone-like file must be created with a particular type of record named PTR\(^2\). They are used by some network applications to perform security checks.

An example of configuration file (the Dynamic Zone of the domain olimpo.vsg) is posted in CodeView 3.1.

---

\(^1\) **Bind** is the most widely used Domain Name System (DNS) software on the Internet. On Unix-like operating systems it is the de facto standard.

\(^2\) **Pointer records** (PTR) are specifically used to map an IP to a host name.
### 3.4.3 Final notes

This machine was actually the first one promoted to production, as having a DNS allows easier configurations on other machines. Having a centralized DNS allows to simply change a DNS records when a machine (or a service) changes the address. Troubleshooting was simplified by the `dig`<sup>(1)</sup> command, found inside `dnsutils`.

### 3.5 VillaRadius

#### 3.5.1 Introduction

This virtual machine allows users to authenticate against LDAP to obtain internet access. The software used is FreeRADIUS<sup>(2)</sup> as shown in Figure 3.1L.

This protocol has a better user experience than mechanism such as Captive Portals, and provides accounting features unlike the simple WPA/WEP protocols.

---

<sup>(1)</sup> **Domain Information Groper** (`dig`) is a network administration command-line tool for querying DNS servers. It is a useful troubleshooting tool, as it provides many information regarding the DNS query performed.

<sup>(2)</sup> **FreeRADIUS** is a modular, high performance free RADIUS suite developed and distributed under the GNU General Public License.
Each device on the VLAN 24 authenticates itself with the protocol WPA2-E (or WPA-802.1X). It follows the steps described and shown in Figure 3.11:

- An **EAPoL**\(^1\) is started with a hAP. In this step, the authenticator requests the identity to the supplicant.
- A radius access request is sent to the authenticator server.
  At this point, an **SSL/TLS inner tunnel** is created between the supplicant and the authentication server. The hAP in this configuration acts like a pass-through for the tunnel.
- Using this tunnel, a challenge-based authentication is performed for effectively authenticate the user.
- An access or reject response is sent back to the client, and a standard WPA/WPA2 communication continues from now on.

---

**Figure 3.28: The FreeRADIUS logo.**

---

**Figure 3.29: The FreeRADIUS authentication and access protocol. [21]**

---

### 3.5.2 Installation and configuration

This configuration part requires to properly configure some features named virtual servers (i.e. virtual RADIUS servers) [22]. They are very important since they have the ability to separate policies.

---

\(^1\) EAPoL is a network port authentication protocol used to give a generic network sign-on to access network resources.
Each virtual server has his own file, configured to contain many sections specifying policies. Examples of sections are:

- authorize, used to authorize the user.
- authenticate, used to authenticate the user.
- accounting, used to keep track of the user utilization.

In particular, the two virtual servers configured are:

- The `default`, configured to listen on default ports (1812 for authentication, 1813 for accounting) for all IP addresses. For authorize and authenticate, the `eap` module is enabled as it will be used for the tunnel.
- The `inner-tunnel`, which is configured to listen on a specific port (18120) for all IP address. The protocol MS-CHAP is listed in the authenticate section as LDAP will be used for the authentication. Therefore, the `ldap` and `mschap` modules are enabled in this same file.

In addition to virtual servers, all the needed modules of FreeRADIUS must be enabled and properly configured. As example:

- `ldap`, configured with info about the domain controller.
- `mschap`, configured to use `ntlm_auth`, being it Winbind’s NTLM authentication function.
- `eap`, providing many information such as:
  - The eap type (`peap`).
  - The virtual server encapsulated (`inner-tunnel` in this case).
  - The `tls` properties, where the certificates must be specified.

Lastly, a simple Samba service must be configured for joining the domain. Since Samba will be better explained in Chapter 3.15, other details are not given here.

An example of the inner-tunnel file is presented in `CodeView 3.2`.

### 3.5.3 Final notes

This machine is really important since it provides authentication for internet access. On the MikroTik side, the utilization of this machine is performed by simply enable the Radius feature for Wireless access.

By using an Active Directory LDAP system as backend, user management is simple and centralized as users can be disabled from LDAP, and a filter over groups and OU can be set to proper select the users allowed to use the network.

The integration tests were easily performed using FreeRADIUS debug mode, really useful as it provides a complete trace of the messages exchanged.
3.6 PaperSkeipp

3.6.1 Introduction

This virtual machine is used to manage print accounts, since users are allowed to print using a credit system which must be automatically deducted or charged.

These features can be obtained with software like PaperCut. However, since it is not a free software; a reverse engineering of the program has been created under the name of PaperSkeipp using open source software from PyKota website.

This software is created by the combination of three main components: CUPS, Tea4CUPS and pkpgcounter (as shown in Figure 3.12), with the addition of a MySQL database (see Chapter 3.7) and Rhea Admin Console (see Chapter 3.10).
When a user starts a print job, the interaction of these components goes as follow:

1. The print job is received by **CUPS** [23], a modular printing system for Unix-like operating systems which allows a computer to act as a print server. Basically, it is a print spooler and scheduler.
2. CUPS forwards any print job to the **Tea4CUPS** backend [24]. It is a wrapper which can capture print data before it is sent to a printer in order to be processed. It executes a **bash script** performing the remaining actions.
3. The bash script executes **pkpgcounter** [25] to calculate the number of pages, the page size, the colour options and the username which is printing. The fee for the job is calculated and deducted from the user’s credit in the database. Of course, if the credit of the user is not enough, the transaction is not performed and the print job is discarded.
4. If the user has enough credit, then the print job leaves Tea4CUPS and reaches the printer.

This flow is graphically presented in **Figure 3.15**.

![Figure 3.15: The interaction of all PaperSikiepp components.](image)

### 3.6.2 Installation and configuration

For the installation of pkpgcounter and Tea4CUPS, they can be downloaded directly from the distributor website: [www.pykota.com](http://www.pykota.com).

As for the configuration, CUPS can be managed by accessing it through http on port 631. The only operation needed is adding the printer with a general **Linux PCL drivers**, as pkpgcounter works well with the **PCL**\(^{(1)}\) format. The printer must be configured as **shared**, as it will be used by many computers in our network.

After the printer configuration, the **DeviceURI** of the printer must be set to **tea4cups://socket://<IP>**. This is a special **Virtual Device URI** used as wrapper to the communication with the printer, as Tea4CUPS backend will performs operation with the print job before sending it to the printer.

\(^{(1)}\) The **Printer Command Language (PCL)**, is a page description language (PDL) developed by Hewlett-Packard as a printer protocol and has become a de facto industry standard.
Once these operations are concluded, the Tea4CUPS configuration files needs to be edited to use the proper objects. Three types of objects can be created:

- **filters** (one per queue), which modifies the input job’s data before it is sent to printer.
- **prehooks** ($n$ per queue), guaranteed to be launched before the print job is sent to the printer. If a prehook returns -1, it cancels the print job.
- **posthooks** ($n$ per queue), guaranteed to be launched after the print job has been sent to the printer, unless the job was previously cancelled.

The order in which the operations are performed by Tea4CUPS backend is presented in the Figure 3.15.

In this case, a single prehook was created. In particular, the script uses some **environment variables** to retrieve the username, the printer, the title and the data to be print. It performs also output redirection to proper log.

The executed script calculates the fee using the pkpgcounter command line utility. It takes as input the PCL file to be parsed, and displays in output the options for that print job.

The bash script executed is presented integrally in CodeView 3.5.
#!/bin/bash
PKRESULT=$(pkpgcounter -d $2 2>&1)
#
---
Check if the print is A3 / A4
---
if echo $PKRESULT | grep -q "A3" ; then
  FORMAT=A3
else
  FORMAT=A4
fi
#
---
Check for the Duplex Option
---
if echo $PKRESULT | grep -q "Duplex" ; then
  SIXDUP=DUX
else
  SIXDUP=SIX
fi
#
---
Check for the Colors Option
---
if echo $PKRESULT | grep -q "Color" ; then
  COLORS=COL
else
  COLORS=BW
fi
#============================================================================
#
---
Get the number of pages
---
pages=$(pkpgcounter $2)
#
---
Retrieving prices and ID
---
printerdata=$(mysql -u $USER -p$PASSW -h $IPVDB -D$DATAB -e "SELECT $FORMAT$SIXDUP$COLORS, ID_P FROM printers WHERE PSalias='$1'"
IDprinter=$(echo $printerdata | cut -f2 -d' ')
#============================================================================
#
---
Retrieving all the properties of the user
---
user1=$(echo $userdata | cut -f1 -d' ')
useren=$(echo $userdata | cut -f2 -d' ')
usercr=$(echo $userdata | cut -f3 -d' ')
userpg=$(echo $userdata | cut -f4 -d' ')
userna=$(echo $userdata | cut -f5 -d' ')
#
---
Is the user enabled? If NO: Stop
---
if [[ "$useren" -eq "0" ]]; then
  return -1
fi
#
---
Is the user unlocked?
---
if [[ "$useren" -eq "0" ]]; then
  #--If NO: has the use enough credit?
  if (( $(echo "$usercr < $credit" | bc) )); then
    return -1
  fi
fi
#======================================

#-- printJob accepted
#-- Inserting job into print log
mysql -u $USERN -p$PASSW -h $IPVDB -D$DATAB -e "INSERT INTO printlog (ID_U, ID_P, pdate, pages, title, payed) VALUES ($userna, $IDP, NOW(), $pages, '$4', $credit);"
#-- Calculating new credit & pages
credit=$(bc "scale=2; $credit - $pages")
let "userpg = userpg + pages"
#-- Update user's credit & printed pages
mysql -u $USERN -p$PASSW -h $IPVDB -D$DATAB -e "UPDATE users SET credit = $credit, pages = $userpg WHERE username='$3';"
return 0

3.6.3 Final notes
This service required a lot of effort to be developed, as it is created from scratch in order to avoid purchasing software like PaperCut. Since PaperCut is the de-facto only available software capable of reaching this goal, this solution has been created using only open source software. The effort required was higher due to the almost totally absence of documentation and community on web for this kind of projects.
3.7 VillaDB

3.7.1 Introduction

This virtual machine is used as a centralized database with two types of sources: MySQL [26] (a Relational DBMS developed by Oracle) and InfluxDB\(^{(1)}\) [27] (a time-series DBMS developed by InfluxData).

![MySQL and InfluxDB logos.](image)

This centralization was chosen to make data management easier, especially with software like phpMyAdmin\(^{(2)}\) [28]. Instead, as InfluxDB doesn’t require daily management operations, no graphic tool is installed for that DBMS.

Currently, MySQL contains specific databases for many services in the Virtual Farm, while InfluxDB contains a set of measures for each resource to monitor, and is used specifically by David and Grafana as data source.

3.7.2 Installation and configuration

By using the `mysql` command line utility or the phpMyAdmin GUI, databases and/or tables can be easily created or imported. It’s important to properly assign privileges to users using the `GRANT` operation of MySQL. Users are specified in form of `user@host`.

It’s a good practice to follow the Principle of Least Privilege\(^{(3)}\) during this operation, as users should access only one database and sometimes only a set of tables. For this purpose, several application users\(^{(4)}\) were created for many services, each one with the proper rights over the database resources.

---

\(^{(1)}\) InfluxDB is an open-source time series database developed by InfluxData optimized for fast, high-availability storage and retrieval of time series data.

\(^{(2)}\) phpMyAdmin is a PHP graphic tool used to perform operations on MySQL database.

\(^{(3)}\) The Principle of Least Privilege (PoLP) requires that every module (such as a process, a user, or a program) must be able to access only the information and resources that are necessary for its legitimate purpose.

\(^{(4)}\) An application user is not an actual user who logs into an application; it is a special user defined to handle access to a service.
InfluxDB can be configured by its command line utility, accessible with the \texttt{influx} command. The set of commands is similar to the MySQL one \cite{29}: for example, the database can be created using the function \texttt{CREATE DATABASE}. Instead, the concept of table is replaced by the concept of \texttt{measurement}.

A measurement is a series of records, each one composed by a \texttt{timestamp}\textsuperscript{(1)} and one or more \texttt{values}, optionally enriched by \texttt{tags}. For simplicity, it was used one measurement for each resource to monitor; and a single value for each record.

\textbf{Influx is not considered as a CRUD database, but only as a CRd.}

This is because create and read operations are very similar to MySQL and can be easily performed, using the so-called \texttt{InfluxQL}. An example of query is given in the \textit{CodeView 3.4}.

The delete operation is only partially supported, while the update operation doesn’t exist, as a time-series database is not meant to perform updates.

Another important feature of the InfluxDB is the possibility to create Retention Policies. They are data structures that describes for how long InfluxDB keeps data (\texttt{duration}), and how many copies of those data are stored in the cluster (\texttt{replication factor}).

In this case, we set up a retention policy for a 7-days permanence and no replication, as presented in \textit{CodeView 3.4}.

\begin{verbatim}
SELECT difference(<value>) FROM <measure> WHERE time >= NOW() - 6h;

CREATE RETENTION POLICY <policy> ON <database> DURATION 7d REPPLICATION 1;
\end{verbatim}

\textit{CodeView 3.4: Examples of InfluxDB commands.}

\section*{3.8 CloudMail}

\subsection*{3.8.1 Introduction}

This virtual machine contains two important services:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{NextCloud} \cite{30}, an open source and self-hosted file share and communication platform. It is a fork of the original ownCloud software.
  \item A custom \textbf{Mail Server}, composed by Postfix \cite{31}, Dovecot \cite{32} and RoundCube \cite{33}.
\end{itemize}

These are some crucial services for the system, so a lot of effort was necessary to create this machine.

\textsuperscript{(1)} In UNIX time format, defined as an approximation of the number of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), Thursday, 1 January 1976.
These services are available internet, making this platform accessible from everywhere. Third-part applications like mail clients and NextCloud Android app can also access and be synchronized with these services. Their logos are shown in Figure 3.11.

![NextCloud and RoundCube logos.](image)

Figure 3.35: NextCloud and RoundCube logos.

### 3.8.2 Installation and configuration – NextCloud

Firstly, a share for NextCloud is created in the NAS and mounted with the /etc/fstab file. This practice was chosen to keep all the user files safe in the NAS storage, and take full advantage of the RAID 10 in terms of size and data protection. In other words, the user files will be not affected by accidental machine faults, and neither by software upgrade or machine substitution.

The configuration can be performed using the web GUI [34] by setting the database and folder options. Once configured, many other applications can be installed directly from the NextCloud interface, as shown in Figure 3.18.

In fact, NextCloud is way more than a simple file cloud platform.

As example, some applications installed [35] are:

- **Calendar**, which can register, sync and share events and engagements.
- **External storage support**, used to mount folders directly from the NAS. This is particularly useful for public folders shared among all the users.
- **Gallery, Video Player** and **PDF Viewer**, to browse multimedia files.
- **Group Folders**, to create group-specific folder for member users.
- **Mail**, which provides a webmail interface for users (see Chapter 3.15.3).
- **Passman**, which acts as a safe password storage.

The most important extension is the **LDAP user and group backend**, which allows users from the domain to access NextCloud via LDAP authentication. By accessing the settings of this application we can set the LDAP connection information, such as host, port, and the administrator credentials for the domain, and it can be set to import all users or only from a selected group or OU.

Other settings can be manually set using the **config.php** file. As example, the default mail account can be set.
Figure 3.36: The NextCloud interface for installing applications.

To properly load the user files added, deleted or moved using the link on the Sala Olimpo computers (see Chapter 3.13), some operations in www-data cron\(^{(1)}\) are added, along with the cron.php script.

By properly setting these jobs, all files are automatically synchronized, and made accessible from NextCloud. Examples are shown in CodeView 3.5.

```
*/5 * * * * php /var/www/html/nextcloud/occ files:cleanup
*/10 * * * * php /var/www/html/nextcloud/occ files:scan --all
*/15 * * * * php -f /var/www/html/nextcloud/cron.php
*/60 * * * * php /var/www/html/nextcloud/occ preview:pre-generate
```

CodeView 3.5: NextCloud cron operations for file synchronization.

This is required as NextCloud generates caches and indexes for its files, providing fast access to the resources. However, file added manually are not automatically cached or indexed, so the files:scan procedure needs to be called manually.

This is not the best solution in terms of performance, as it is a sort of polling for new files, performed for all users of the system. Some better solutions could be:

- **Inserting users-specific synchronization procedures when a user logs in into NextCloud.** This solution was discarded as requires software patching, and it would be lost after one of the frequent NextCloud updates.

- **Adding a synchronization procedure each time a user logs in and logs out from a Sala Olimpo PC.** This solution was discarded as considered fragile for PCs, especially since it would need a centralized management for these scripts. In additions, eventual missed synchronization may lead to dangerous data inconsistency.

---

\(^{(1)}\) **Cron** is a time-based job scheduler in Unix-like computer operating systems.
The chosen solution is indeed the best trade-off between easy to implement, easy to maintain, and sufficient effectiveness.

A screen of the NextCloud platform is presented in Figure 3.15.

![NextCloud login screen](image)

**Figure 3.37: The NextCloud login screen**

### 3.8.3 Installation and configuration – Mail Server

The mail server is composed by many components. However, since this is not a configuration guide, each one will be only briefly discussed here:

- **Postfix** is a free and open-source mail transfer agent (MTA) that routes and delivers electronic mail. All of its configuration files are stored under `/etc/postfix` [36], in particular most of the settings are contained in the `main.cf` file. After the LDAP configuration, the `postmap` command must be executed to create one or more Postfix lookup tables, or update an existing one.

- **SASL** (Simple Authentication and Security Layer), a framework for authentication and data security, used to perform SMTP authentication. After the configuration with the LDAP parameters [37], the functionality can be checked using the `telnet` command. A trace of the transaction is given in the `CodeView 3.6` (the asterisk-marked parts are user input).

- **Dovecot**, an open-source IMAP and POP3 server for Linux systems. A NAS folder is used to store emails, for the same reason already explained in previous chapters. To access this folder, an application user which own all the mails (vmail user) is created, since it’s easier than use specific accounts which can lead to permission problems. So, dovecot is simply configured to write mails using that user [38].
$ telnet localhost 25
Trying ::1...
Trying 127.0.0.1...
Connected to localhost.
Escape character is '^]'.
220 <hostname> ESMTP Postfix
* EHLO <hostname>
250-<hostname>
250-PIPELINING
250-SIZE 10240000
250-ETRN
250-AUTH PLAIN LOGIN
250-AUTH=PLAIN LOGIN
250-ENHANCEDSTATUSCODES
250-8BITMIME
250 DSN
* AUTH LOGIN
334 VXNlcm5hbWU6
* <base_64_username>
334 UGFzc3dvcmQ6
* <base_64_password>
235 2.7.0 Authentication successful
* QUIT
221 2.0.0 Bye

CodeView 6: The telnet trace for SASL authentication for SMTP service.

- **Roundcube** is a web-based IMAP email client. It's most prominent feature is the pervasive use of AJAX technology.
  It doesn’t require special configuration, except the database set up by means of RoundCube’s configuration file and the relative schema import [39].
  A screen of RoundCube is presented in Figure 3.26.

![RoundCube screenshot](image)

**Figure 38: A screen of the RoundCube webmail.**

### 3.8.4 Final notes

This machine was sure one of the best challenging ones to create, especially because it was customized a lot for this case. However, the result is great since all of the files and mails are hosted locally on the NAS, and can be accessed with high speed through the internal network and with normal speed through the external network.

The mail server is also useful for our internal activities, since user mails shares the LDAP account, and are really fast also with attachment if sent locally.
3.9 VillaProxy

3.9.1 Introduction

This virtual machine acts as a reverse proxy with SSL offloading for all exposed web services. The software used are NGINX(1) [40] and Certbot(2) [41] for deploying Let’s Encrypt [42] certificates, as shown in Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.39: NGINX and Let’s Encrypt logos.

This solution was adopted for these main reasons:

- Using a reverse proxy with many hostnames provides a better user experience, since remembering a hostname is easier than a port.
- A proxy pass is easier to configure than a set of port forwarding policies, as it only requires to edit few files.
- SSL certificates are installed directly and only in the proxy machine.
- Application servers have less work to do, as SSL handling is not necessary.
- The proxy can be configured to work as a bastion host for the network.

3.9.2 Installation and configuration – NGINX part

For the configuration of the NGINX server, one or more files are created in /etc/nginx/sites-available/, and then linked under /etc/nginx/sites-enabled/ [43]. Each file contains one or more virtual servers, each one representing a different service endpoint. The basic operation performed is shown in Figure 3.22.

In order to choose the correct proxy-pass policy, a match with the hostname of the endpoint is executed (set using the server_name option). The proxy-pass allows to forward packets from a given port to another hosts, and optionally another ports.

---

(1) **NGINX** is a free, open-source, high-performance HTTP server and reverse proxy.

(2) **Certbot** is a free client for Let’s Encrypt service, which is a free, automated, and open Certificate Authority.
In this case, two files where created: one for http services and the other for https services. In each file it must be specified:

- The port to listen to (typically 80 or 443).
- The server name, i.e. the hostname of the called endpoint.
- The proxy pass target, by means of IP address and port.
- Eventually, some options for header management.

An example of configuration is given in CodeView 3.7. It forces https for the host alexa.salaolimpo.cloud, and performs proxy pass to 10.0.10.21 on port 8080.

```nginx
server {
    listen 80;
    server_name alexa.salaolimpo.cloud;
    return 301 https://$host$request_uri;
}
s
server {
    listen 443 ssl;
    server_name alexa.salaolimpo.cloud;

    location / {
        proxy_pass http://10.0.10.21:8080;
        proxy_set_header Host $host;
        proxy_set_header X-Forwarded-Proto $scheme;
        proxy_set_header X-Real-IP $remote_addr;
        proxy_set_header X-Forwarded-For $proxy_add_x_forwarded_for;
        add_header Front-End-Https on;
    }
    ssl_certificate /etc/letsencrypt/live/cert_dir/fullchain.pem; # managed by Certbot
    ssl_certificate_key /etc/letsencrypt/live/cert_dir/privkey.pem; # managed by Certbot
    include /etc/letsencrypt/options-ssl-nginx.conf; # managed by Certbot
    ssl_dhparam /etc/letsencrypt/ssl-dhparams.pem; # managed by Certbot
}
```

*CodeView 3.7: An example of configuration for the proxy-pass of alexa.salaolimpo.cloud using NGINX.*
3.9.3 Installation and configuration – Certbot part

As Certbot has built-in compatibility with NGINX, it can be simply run using the command line tools, specifying all the required domain to issue a certificate for [44]. Being its working algorithm quite interesting [45], an overview of the process will be presented above.

The first step is the **domain validation**, where the agent proves that the web server controls a given domain. This step is performed in this way:

1. The agent generates a key pair, and sends a start request to Let’s Encrypt.
2. Let’s Encrypt responds with one or more challenges and a nonce.
3. The agent exposes the challenges data by means of a **public URI**, under the supplicant domain.
4. The agent sends the signed nonce from step 2.
5. By verifying the signature of the nonce and the challenge exposed by the URI, the domain validation is completed.

The second step is the certificate issuance. The key pair generated in step 1 is now called **authorized key pair**. By using this key pair, the issuance is simple:

6. The agent constructs a **PKCS#10 Certificate Signing Request**, asking a certificate for the domain with a specified public key.
7. The CSR is signed by the private key corresponding to the public key of the CSR, and the whole packet is signed with an authorized key, so that the CA knows that it is authorized.
8. The CA verifies both signatures, and if everything is ok, the certificate is issued with the CSR public key.

A graphical representation is given in **Figure 3.25**:

![Figure 3.25: The Let’s Encrypt algorithm for certificate issue.](image)
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3.10 Rhea

3.10.1 Introduction

This virtual machine is used to host two consoles:

- **Rhea Admin Console**, a simple web application developed by the team to perform admin operations (like charge money to users, enable and disable users, view operations log).
- **Grafana** [46], an open-source dashboard and graph composer, which runs as a web application. It supports InfluxDB (see Chapter 3.7) and many other data sources.

Both of these services run over a LAMP\(^{(1)}\) server, as seen in Figure 3.24.

![LAMP and Grafana logos](image)

Figure 3.42: LAMP and Grafana logos.

Rhea Admin Console was created for these specific reasons:

- Ordinary administration needs to be easy and fast to be performed.
- Some applications require connectors to properly work. In other words, **Rhea Admin Console acts as an orchestrator for many services**.
- Logs must be easy to be read and monitored.
- PaperSkiepp needs a simple way to charge and detract credit from users.
- The user interface is really simple as it provides only the needed services.

Instead, Grafana was added to the system to have a centralized monitor system, allowing fast troubleshooting for hardware faults and network congestions.

3.10.2 Installation and configuration – Rhea Admin Console

The layout is developed using the Bootstrap Template SB Admin 2 [47], as the use of this framework made the responsive part already embedded in the page code. It will be discussed briefly as it is not the central topic of this thesis. In particular, only its functionalities will be presented with a very short description.

\(^{(1)}\) **LAMP** is an archetypal model of web service stacks, named as an acronym of Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP.
It is composed by:

- A Dashboard containing the last operations performed (e.g.: created user xxx, charged xxx euro to user yyy, etc.). This operation list is simply retrieved from the MySQL database. Daily operations are meant to be performed using Rhea or David services by means of Alexa or the Telegram bot (see Chapter 4).
- Some graphs containing the printer usage, the euro charged, and some other counters. Since the entire printer service is custom, the charge operations are very easy to log. Also, automatic charging operations can be set.
- A user management section (Figure 3.25) used to enable and disable users, charge money, unlock the print account, etc. This set of functionalities are performed using the php ldap extension, which operates directly on LDAP.
- A user section to perform creation of new users or groups. These functionalities are achieved using Rhea Admin Console as an orchestrator, as during user creation some other operations are performed, like:
  - The user is created and added to LDAP.
  - The user is loaded into PaperSkiepp database.
  - The user folder is predisposed for Nextcloud use (see Chapter 3.8).
The adoption of a central orchestrator allows an efficient and centralized connector system, which makes this custom environment manageable.

![Users](image)

Figure 3.43: The user management section of Rhea Admin Console.

A drawback of using a centralized orchestrator is the prohibition of performing manual operations, as they can lead to inconsistent data, incomplete operations performed, and logs absence (i.e. they can be hardly retrieved since they are spread among different machines).
3.10.3 Installation and configuration – Grafana

Grafana can retrieve data from different Data Sources. In this case, only the InfluxDB data source (see Chapter 3.7) is configured by setting the database connections options on the application, running on the machine on port 3000 [48].

Next, plugins can be downloaded and installed allowing the use of different data sources and graphics elements [49].

Grafana organizes different data presentations by means of Dashboards. They are composed of individual Panels arranged on a grid, and each Panel can interact with data from any configured Data Source.

As example, three Dashboard were created:

- System Health.
- Network Load.
- VM Information.

These dashboards are filled with many different panels to form an efficient (and possibly attractive) layout. An example is given in Figure 3.26.

![Figure 3.44: The Graphana System Health dashboard.](image)

For each Panel one or more series can be chosen by means of an InfluxQL query, selecting also time ranges and measurements. Many other options can be configured, such as panel and series names, legends, axes, and others.

The selection of different ranges of time is performed natively by the system, along with the auto-refresh option. These features are great to obtain either an aggregated value over a time span, or display a behaviour in a specific range of time.

It is important to notice that Grafana displays in graphic form the data collected from different system components, by means of solutions like SNMP or Telegraf[41].

[41] Telegraf is an agent written in Go for collecting, processing, aggregating, and writing metrics.
Telegraf was installed on each production VM, so that every fifteen seconds a metric for a particular resource is stored in the InfluxDB along with the timestamp.

The resources to be monitored can be listed in the Telegraf configuration file [50]. An example (for this VM in particular) is given in CodeView 3.8.

```yaml
[agent]
  interval = "15s"

[[outputs.influxdb]]
  url = "http://10.0.10.14:8086"
  database = "grafana"
  precision = "s"

[[inputs.cpu]]
  name_override = "cpu_17"
  percpu = false
  report_active = true

[[inputs.disk]]
  mount_points = ["/"]
  name_override = "disk_17"

[[inputs.mem]]
  name_override = "mem_17"
```

CodeView 3.8: An example of Telegraf configuration for Rhea machine.

### 3.10.4 Final notes

These services are really important for the system, since they are basically portals daily-accessed by admins. Even if they are not vital for the environment, the adoption of these services allowed lot of time saving for operations and troubleshoot.

### 3.11 RielloBox

#### 3.11.1 Introduction

This virtual machine is a vMA(1) used to properly handle power outages performing a graceful shutdown of all the virtual machines and the physical server itself.

---

(1) A vSphere Management Assistant (vMA) is a pre-packaged Linux virtual machine in which third-party agents used to manage ESX and ESXi systems can be deployed.

---
In particular, the vMA is distributed along with the **Riello Vision 1500 UPS** as an ova file, and it was imported and configured in the server for this UPS model.

This ova contains a SUSE Linux, later configured to include these two software:

- **upsmon** (pre-installed) to perform the shutdown operations [51].
- **NUT** (Network Ups Tools), used to expose information about the UPS to other applications, such as Rhea Admin Console or David [52].

### 3.11.2 Installation and configuration

This VMA will interact with the VMware host to execute its set of functions.

One of these function is the **upsmon** service, configured by using its built-in scripts and specifying information such as the **PRTK code** (identifying the family of the product) and the connection type (USB) and port, as shown in Figure 3.28.

![Figure 3.46: The upsmon configuration using the built-in scripts.](image)

For the NUT part, once downloaded and installed, it can be configured only by editing some files. In particular, among these files the UPS driver needed must be specified (in our case, *riello_usb*), and some other options like users and password.

The solution adopted is to make NUT data accessible to other services using an Apache2 server exposing a **REST API** which provides the UPS information.

This comes in form of a PHP script that simply calls the NUT scripts and formats the response as a JSON object.

A portion of a possible response is reported in Code View 3.5.

```json
{
  "battery.capacity": "9",
  "battery.charge": "100",
  "battery.runtime": "1380",
  "battery.voltage": "41.0",
  "battery.voltage.nominal": "36",
  "driver.name": "riello_usb",
  "input.frequency": "50.00",
  "input.voltage": "220",
  "output.frequency": "50.00",
  "output.frequency.nominal": "50.0",
  "ups.power.nominal": "1500",
  "ups.temperature": "42",
  ...
}
```

*CodeView 3.9: An example of output from the Apache2 API, reporting Riello UPS info from NUT.*
3.12 VillaWeb

3.12.1 Introduction

This virtual machine will be used to contain many exposed services. These are addressed using different ports and reached with different hostnames using the proxy-pass rules (see Chapter 3.9).

As shown in Figure 3.25, the exposes services are:

- **TeamSpeak3** [53], a proprietary VoIP software for audio communication. It is used by the team to make meetings and brainstorming.
- **WebCollab** [54], an easy web application for project management. It is used as a shared tc-do list and ticketing system.
- **MediaWiki** [55], a free and open-source wiki software, used by many websites including Wikipedia, Wiktionary and Wikimedia Commons. It is actually used as a guide for future generations and as a task list to the deployment on ACC and PROD.

![Figure 3.47: The logo of the exposed services: TeamSpeak, WebCollab, MediaWiki.](image)

3.12.2 Installation and configuration – TeamSpeak3

TeamSpeak can be installed by downloading it through the TeamSpeak official site. After the file extraction, it can be run or stopped using the provided scripts. The TeamSpeak client screen is shown in Figure 3.36.

![Figure 3.48: The TeamSpeak3 Client.](image)
The ports used by this programs need to be open on the system, and it can be done using the `iptables` utility over Debian distribution. These ports are:

- UDP 9987, used for the voice.
- TCP 10011, used for `ServerQuery`, a command-line interface built into the server with scripting and automation tools.
- TCP 30033, used for the file transfer service.

This service extremely versatile, being it a light communication software. TeamSpeak was a perfect choice since it is freeware, easy to install and configure, and creates few network traffic. Another important aspect is that it doesn’t require account for users but just a password, making it easy for users to connect to.

### 3.12.3 Installation and configuration – WebCollab

As a PHP-based web application, WebCollab can be downloaded from the vendor site. Next, a virtual host in Apache2 must be created and configured to listen on a specific port. An example of configuration is shown in CodeView 3.16.

```xml
<VirtualHost *:8080>
  DocumentRoot "/var/www/html/webcollab"
  TransferLog /var/log/apache2/webcollab_access.log
  ErrorLog /var/log/apache2/webcollab_error.log
</VirtualHost>
```

*CodeView 3.10: An example configuration file for WebCollab over Apache2.*

It can be configured using its PHP-based GUI, requiring only to input the MySQL database property (see Chapter 3.7).

A little patch was applied to this software as it doesn’t completely support LDAP authentication. The login script was thus edited.

Since the software stores username in the database, the script is edited as follow:

1. When the user hits the login button it performs a bind on the LDAP server (see Chapter 3.5).
2. Using the same LDAP connection, a search is performed using `sAMAccountName` and `memberof(Domain Admins)` as filters.
3. If the search found a user, then the username is searched in the database:
   - If not present, then it is inserted. Note that it is inserted password-less, since authentication is still demanded to the LDAP server.
4. Call the standard login procedure.

WebCollab was a good choice to organize teamwork since it is freeware and easy to install, configure and patch, being PHP-based. In addition, projects and activities can be created by a user and assigned to another, making the teamwork organization efficient. A screen is proposed in Figure 3.31.
3.12.4 Installation and configuration – MediaWiki

Same as WebCollab, MediaWiki can be installed by downloading it from the official site, and enabled using an Apache2 Virtual Host. It will later be configured using the web-based GUI. An example page is presented in Figure 3.32.

For the LDAP authentication, the LdapAuthentication plugin [56] must be downloaded, installed and enabled by editing the configuration file of MediaWiki, providing information regarding the LDAP service.

MediaWiki is one of the most important services of the entire system.
To assert a clean installation of other services, the configuration steps of a TEST machine are reported. Later, they are followed step by step to create the ACC machine (see Chapter 3.2). If the machine and its services are successfully created using all and only those steps, then it is deployed in PROD.

Else, the development process restarts from TEST by updating the wiki page.

MediaWiki was the best choice to reach this goal since it is freeware, easy to install and configure, and uses few resources. In addition, MediaWiki is wide-known, and so it has a wide community, making search for support and fixes really easy.

Finally, this service has a great sentimental value, since it reports all of the system configurations, created with blood, sweat, and tears; not for money, but for passion.

### 3.13 VillaSamba

#### 3.13.1 Introduction

This virtual machine is used as a workaround for the problem here described:

- Users have an account on the NextCloud platform (see Chapter 3.8).
- All the PCs must have a link on the desktop pointing NextCloud data folder.
- When a user writes some files in the folder using that shortcut, NextCloud must “accept” those files (and vice-versa).
- However, there is a permission problem since files written through NextCloud are owned by the www-data local user, while the files written through desktop link are owned by the relative domain user.
- Therefore, this machine is created to force file permission to www-data.

To reach this goal, a domain-joined installation of Samba4(1) [57] is used. In particular, it will be used to expose a network share with permission forcing.

![Samba logo](image)

*Figure 51: The Samba4 logo.*

The Samba4 logo is shown in *Figure 3.35.*

---

(1) **Samba** is a free re-implementation of the SMB/CIFS networking protocol, and provides file services for various Windows clients. It can also integrate with a Windows Server domain, either as a Domain Controller or as a Domain Member.
3.13.2 Installation and configuration

Firstly, the NAS share of NextCloud must be mounted editing the /etc/fstab file. By doing so, the NextCloud folder on the NAS will be mounted as NFS locally on the machine, making access to the folder easier.

The entire configuration of Samba can be done by just editing \texttt{smb.conf} file [58], as this is a small installation used only to force the permissions.

The working principle is shown in Figure 3.34.

![Diagram of Samba working principle](image)

Figure 3.52: The working principle of the Samba4 used to enforce permissions.

Each section in the configuration file describes a \textit{shared resource}, or simply “\textit{share}”. A share consists of a target directory plus a description of the access rights which are granted to the user of the service.

An exception is the \texttt{[global]} section, which applies to the server as a whole and is used as basic samba parameter section. Only the information of the domain needed to join it later was entered.

In this case, the only share configured is the \textit{NextHome} one.

In this share, the access rights of the folder are \textbf{masked} with the access rights of the specified UNIX user, as shown in CodeView 3.35.

```plaintext
[NextHome]
read only          = No
create mask       = 0660
directory mask    = 0770
browseable        = yes
path              = /mnt/nextcloud/data/%U/files
force user        = www-data
force group       = www-data
```

Figure 3.53: The configuration for the NextHome share.

As shown, the rights of this folder are masked as \texttt{rw}, and writing is performed with the user \texttt{www-data} of group \texttt{www-data}. 
3.13.3 Final notes

Using this workaround (along with the NextCloud cron job, see Chapter 3.8), NextCloud can correctly access these files.

Note the environment variable `%U` in the path parameter of the share: it allows to automatically access the proper NextCloud user folder on the NAS.

Once all the needed files are configured, the machine can be joined to the domain using the `net ads join` command line tools. As the setup part is complete, on each client the creation of the symbolic link in the desktop can be performed pointing to `\VillaSamba\NextHome`.

This machine was built to overcome this really annoying problem. Even if this solution is a cheap one, it’s not the best workaround if we consider the security aspect. As the access to this folder is masked with a single application user, if someone could login with this user on the server, then it will be able to see and modify every user folder or file.
Chapter 4: David

4.1 Introduction

This chapter is going to cover all the aspects of the David architecture.

David is a set of modules and software used to perform simple management, monitoring and troubleshooting operations.

Basically, it is composed by Java and JavaScript applications that perform the following operations:

1. It receives an input from Alexa or the Telegram bot.
2. It detects the user intent using NLP operations.
3. It performs the requested operation.
4. It creates and sends the response to Alexa or Telegram.

As said, to create a nice user experience the entire system is based on many NLP\textsuperscript{(1)} services, instead of being command-based. For these NLP operations, it will be used some Watson\textsuperscript{[59]} services from the IBM Cloud\textsuperscript{[60]}.

IBM Watson is a set of cloud-computing services for business offered by IBM. It includes software as a service (SaaS) and platform as a service (PaaS) offered through public, private and hybrid cloud delivery models. The IBM Watson logo is presents in Figure 4.1.

At the current time, David is composed by a limited set of functions, but the conditions are right for the development of new ones. This chapter is composed by three parts:

- The first part describes the architecture used for Alexa integration.
- The second part describes the integration of a Telegram bot, along with the connectors deployed using Node-RED.
- The third part describes more in details David Service Layer.

\textsuperscript{(1)} Natural language processing (NLP) is a topic of artificial intelligence concerned with the interactions between computers and human natural languages.
4.2 Alexa and David

4.2.1 Alexa Skills

In this section the interaction of Alexa and David is explained in details.

Amazon Alexa is a virtual assistant developed by Amazon, first used in the Amazon Echo and the Amazon Echo Dot smart speakers.

![Amazon Echo Dot 2](image1)

Figure 4.55: An Amazon Echo Dot 2 device.

For the POC\(^{(1)}\) of the system, an Amazon Echo Dot 2 (shown in Figure 4.5) is used as a device for the Alexa service. Nowadays, an Amazon Echo Dot 3 (shown in Figure 4.5) device is used as it supports more languages like Italian, mainly used by admins [61].

![Amazon Echo Dot 3](image2)

Figure 4.3: An Amazon Echo Dot 3 device.

In fact, Alexa is a cloud-based service hosted with the name of Amazon Alexa Services (AAS), and can be exploited using these kind of devices. Functionalities are deployed on an Alexa device by means of Skills.

Skills are capabilities that enable customers to create a more personalized experience. There are now tens of thousands of cloud-based skills from several brands as well as individual designers and developers.

Basically, Skills follow the same principles of the app for Android and iOS devices, and thus they can be installed by the Amazon Skill store [62].

\(^{(1)}\) A **Proof of concept** (PoC) is a realization of a certain method or idea in order to demonstrate its feasibility, or verifying that some concept or theory has practical potential. A proof of concept is usually small and may or may not be complete.
They can be installed directly using the store, or even with the Amazon app or
developed and deployed automatically on the device. In particular, the Amazon
website provides a service named **Alexa Skills Kit (ASK)** [63].

It is a **collection of self-service APIs**, tools, documentation, and code samples
that makes fast and easy to add skills to Alexa. ASK enables designers, developers,
and brands to build engaging skills and reach customers through tens of millions of
Alexa-enabled devices.

In this case, a new skill named “*SalaOlimpo*” is created, using the Alexa Developer
Console web application, properly configuring it as shown in **Figure 4.4**.

![Figure 4.4: The Alexa Developer Console.](image)

Basically, there are two options for hosting a custom skill:

- **Hosting as a Web Service** [64], which requires the setup of a web server
  that accepts requests and sends responses to the Alexa service in the cloud.
The service must be internet-accessible using HTTP over SSL/TLS on port
443, and must present a certificate with a subject alternate name that
matches the domain name of the endpoint (issued in this case using Certbot,
see Chapter 3.9).

- **Hosting as an AWS Lambda Function** [65], an Amazon Web Services
  offering that runs code only when it’s needed and scales automatically.
Supported programming languages are Node.js, Java, Go, C# and Python.
In this scenario, the code can be simply uploaded and AAS executes it in
response to Alexa voice interactions.

For this system the choice made was to host as a Web Service, since operations
need to be performed locally by the main server Apollo. In addition, running the
entire service locally allows to better manage and maintain it.
The endpoint set for this skill is an URI exposed with a public domain (alexa.salaolimpo.cloua) and forwarded by the NGINX proxy (see Chapter 3.5).

By doing so, after the Speech-To-Text performed by Alexa’s Cloud services, the user request is sent as a JSON to the specified URI via https POST.

Finally, each skill has an **invocation name** to begin an interaction with it. As example, the invocation name for this skill is set to “david”, same as the architecture name. By doing so, the skill can be activated by saying “Alexa, open David”, or “Alexa, ask David to...”.

4.2.3 NLP basics - Intent Recognition

Before proceeding, some basic aspects of NLP for this use case are explained.

The first crucial part of NLP is the **Intent and Entity Recognition** [66]. With this step, an input utterance is analysed to extract two components, later explained.

These sentences are given as example for this chapter:

- “Is the VillaDNS machine ok?”
- “How is the DNS?”
- “Check all the virtual machines’:

The two components extracted are explained below based on the previous examples:

- The intent, representing what the user is trying to do. In other words, **Intents are a discrete set of the end-user intentions.**

  Every utterance is thus translated into an intent to detect what the user is trying to request. In the examples given before, the relative intent for the first two phrases is “#CheckMachine”, as the user is requesting to check the state of a virtual machine. For the third example, the intent is “#CheckAllMachines”, because the user is requesting to check all the VM and not a specific one.

  Different phrases can lead to the same intent, making the user input extremely elastic. Moreover, a good intent recognition process can overcome errors in the input utterance, generated either by the Speech-To-Text engine or by a user grammatical error.

- The entity, representing one or more target for an intent. **Entities are domain-specific word representing actors involved in an intent.**

  An utterance can contain some entities for specify additional information for a request. In addition, they can be used by the recognition engine for correctly assign intents.
In the examples given, the entity “@VirtualMachine” with value “VillaDNS” is recognized in the first two phrases, while the third one has no entities. This absence of any entity hints the recognition engine that the intent is “#CheckAllMachines”, and not “#CheckMachine”. Moreover, it can specify to the backend the machine that the user is requesting to check.

Different words can lead to the same entity, making the introduction of a lemma\(^{(1)}\) possible, useful to redirect the backend to the correct target.

The extracted intent and entities for the examples are summarized in Table 4.1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Is the VillaDNS machine ok?</th>
<th>#CheckMachine</th>
<th>@VirtualMachine:VillaDNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How is the DNS?</td>
<td>#CheckMachine</td>
<td>@VirtualMachine:VillaDNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check all the virtual machines</td>
<td>#CheckAllMachines</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: The Intents and Entities of the given examples.

For these functionalities, Watson Assistant [67] is used as a cloud service. It is a service of the IBM Cloud platform which, in addition to intent and entity recognition, can manage a complete user interaction.

The interaction is shaped using a Dialog Graph, which represents a full-dialogue with the end user. When a user asks a question, it is visited like a standard tree graph, and each step (i.e. each sentence) corresponds to visiting a child of the current node.

Basically, Alexa performs only the Speech-To-Text part, while all the dialogue handling is demanded to Watson Assistant, called by David Service Layer (see Chapter 4.2.5) or the Node-RED flow (see Chapter 4.2).

Even if Amazon Skill Kit itself supports intent and entity recognition, Watson Assistant was chosen as easier to manage and configure. Moreover, tests evidenced the Watson intent recognition gives better results for this kind of sentences, even if calling a third-part service introduces some delay.

Finally, Watson can be organized using different workspaces, allowing to store different languages and sandboxes, in order to test new intents and entities without creating disservices.

An example of dialog graph from Watson Assistant is shown in Figure 4.5. It is the actual PROD dialog graph of David, in English language.

\(^{(1)}\) In morphology, a lemma is the canonical form or dictionary form of a set of words.
4.2.4 Watson Assistant model creation

Watson Assistant provides a web interface to build the entire dialog system. The first step to be performed is the intents creation [68]. Every intent created in Watson Assistant is mapped with a specific function in David service layer.

To create an intent, a name must be provided along with some example of utterances. For example, for the “CheckMachine” intent, some examples are:

- Can you check @VirtualMachine?
- Check @VirtualMachine?
- How is @VirtualMachine?
- Is @VirtualMachine online?

Examples should be representative and typical of data that end-users will provide. Note the notation @VirtualMachine, which represent an entity of that type, which will be later discussed.

After the intent creation, Watson starts to train the model on the examples given. By using the “Try it out” button on the top-right side of the web page, the intent recognition can be tested and corrected.

Reporting a correction manually is extremely useful as Watson uses Machine Learning(1) algorithms to train the model to correctly detect intents. This is an iterative paradigm, as ML train requires fine tuning(2) to be performed repetitively to achieve a good level of correctness and confidence.

---

(1) Machine Learning is a field of computer science that uses statistical techniques to give computer systems the ability to learn, using data and without being explicitly programmed.

(2) A fine tuning means making small adjustments in order to improve a service.
The second step to be performed is the entities creation. Every entity created in Watson Assistant is mapped with a specific resource in David service layer.

To create an entity, a name must be provided along with some example of values for that entity. For example, for the “@VirtualMachine” entity, some values are:

- VillaDNS
- VillaRADIUS
- PaperSkeipp
- VillaDB

For each of these “main values”, many examples should be given. This is very important since the use of a main lemma simplifies a lot the backend operations.

An interesting fact is that being these entities domain-specific, the Alexa’s Speech-To-Text engine can misunderstand those words. Examples are the words “Villa”, which is an Italian word, and “RielloBox” which is a made-up name.

In other words, these words may contain noises generated by Alexa, making the detection of the lemma difficult to perform. To overcome this problem, some of those misunderstood words are added to Watson as Synonyms of the main lemma.

In addition, the “Fuzzy Matching” option can be enabled, helping the entity recognition engine to work in presence of noises.

As example, some synonyms of entity values are reported in Table 4.2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VillaDNS</th>
<th>DNS, Bind, Bind 9, dot 11</th>
<th>the ns, vila dns, vila the ns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VillaDB</td>
<td>Database, SQL, My SQL, dot 14</td>
<td>vila the bee, data basil, deck of basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RielloBox</td>
<td>Riello, UPS, battery, dot 18</td>
<td>real a box, real low, rio boxer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Some example of noisy synonyms for some lemmas.

Note the presence of very noisy terms like “real a box” and “data basii” to cover misunderstanding of the words “RielloBox” and “database”.

This workaround actually gives pretty good results, and is one of the few options available to handle the impossibility of modelling the Alexa Speech-To-Text engine with domain-dependant words.

Another option for entity creation is the possibility to define patterns, in form of regex expression. Examples of entities defined with patters are:

- `@IF`, with regex `(\d{1-3}[:\.]\d{1-3})`
- `@Room`, with regex `[123][0-9]{2}`
- `@MAC`, with regex `([0-9A-Fa-f]{2}[:\:]?)\{5\}[0-9A-Fa-f]{2}`
As entities are required for some operations to be performed, Watson Assistant provides a special feature called **Slots**. More specifically, slots are used to gather multiple pieces of information from a user within that node, and the service asks only for the missing details required.

Of course, specific questions capable of asking the missing information can be set for each slot.

To end this chapter, a screen of intent and entity creation using the Watson Assistant web interface is shown in **Figure 4.6**.

**Figure 4.6: The intent and entity creation with Watson Assistant.**

### 4.2.5 Service Layer backed – Tomcat and Spring Boot

The Watson Assistant service is called using the REST API service [69] by a Java application running on an **Apache Tomcat**\(^{(1)}\) server [70], which represents the core part of the David software.

This application provides REST services which can be called either by Alexa by means of the Amazon Alexa Services; or the Telegram bot by means of the Node-RED flow (see Chapter 4.3).

In particular, the service layer can be called with a POST request (made by AAS), which after the conclusion of the operations sends a JSON-formatted response. It is written using the **Spring Boot** framework [71].

---

\(^{(1)}\) **Apache Tomcat** is an open-source Java Servlet Container developed by the Apache Software Foundation. It implements several Java EE specifications and provides a Java HTTP web server environment in which Java code can run.
Spring Boot is Spring\(^2\) Framework's convention-over-configuration solution for creating stand-alone and production-grade Spring-based Applications. It provides a preconfigured framework for creating standalone Spring application without need for XML configuration or code generation.

The basic architecture of the system, later described, is displayed in the *Figure 4.7.*

![Figure 4.7: The architecture of the Alexa and David solution.](image)

This servlet is hosted by a new virtual machine in the Virtual Farm, just like the other ones already discussed (see Chapter 3). However, this machine contains only the Tomcat server (which doesn’t require particular configurations) and Node-RED along with Node.js, described in the next chapters (see Chapter 4.5).

Deployment of the services can be made remotely using a **Maven** run configuration. Apache Maven [72] is a software project management and comprehension tool. It can be used to manage a project’s build, reporting and documentation.

Same as the virtual farm development, this software is build using the three development environment already discussed (see Chapter 3.2). Therefore, the service layer is deployed in TEST, ACC and PROD environments, as shown in the **Tomcat Web Application Manager** displayed in *Figure 4.8.*

\(^2\) The **Spring Framework** is an application framework and inversion of control container for the **Java** platform.
Using the M2E plugin in Eclipse, a run configuration was created to automatically deploy the software on the Tomcat Server, and each instance of the application can be started or stopped using the Web Application Manager [73].

In addition, a GitHub repository is created to host the code of the service layer, using the Git-Plugin for Eclipse to perform all the Push and Pull operations. As a public repository, the code can be found and cloned from its GitHub page, located in https://github.com/SalaOlimpo/Davio-Alexa [74] as shown in Figure 4.9.

---

Figure 4.8: The Apache Tomcat Manager screen.

Figure 4.9: The GitHub page for the project.

---

(1) GitHub Inc. is a web-based hosting service for version control using Git. It offers distributed version control and source code management functionalities of Git as well as other features, like access control, bug tracking, task management and wikis.
The remote deployment, along with the GitHub repository, encouraged teamwork and made the development easy and the code portable for this application.

4.2.6 An example of user request handling with Alexa

As shown in a previous image (Figure 4.7), the entire system works as follow:

1. After receiving the **Wake Word** ("Alexa") and the user command (e.g. *ask David to disable user 137*), the input is sent as an audio stream to Amazon Alexa Services to be analysed. Here, the Speech-To-Text is performed, rewriting the user input in textual form.

2. Since the request contains the **Invocation Name** of the SalaOlimpo skill (formerly *David*), Amazon performs a *dummy* intent recognition on the command for that specific skill.
   In fact, the only one configured is “*EverythingIntent*”, as intent recognition is demanded to Watson. This solution was chosen as Watson is more customizable and can be **shared** with the Telegram bot architecture.
   In other words, AAS sends to David Service Layer an input message with intent *EverythingIntent* and the actual user input as *Entity*.

3. A POST request is sent to the configured endpoint, which is in fact the David Service Layer, stating its execution.
   The information sent from AAS are now parameters used by David.

4. First of all, using the local MySQL database, it retrieves Watson Assistant’s **Context Object**, used as a state variable to continue a previous conversation. It is prepared to be sent along with the new text to Watson Assistant, using a basic-authenticated POST request.
   This solution is provided natively by Watson Assistant in response to the stateless nature of a REST API service.

5. David SL sends the request to Watson, and retrieves an updated Context Object, along with one intent and zero or more entities.

6. The Context Object is updated in the database, and the query is logged.

7. A simple **switch** operation is performed on the intent returned, along with the extraction of the entities contained in Watson response.

8. The selected action is performed, and on output text based on the result is generated and formatted for AAS.

9. The response is sent back to AAS, which performs the Text-To-Speech.

10. The audio is sent to the Echo Dot device, that reproduces it concluding the entire flow.

Other details about the application are be given in next sections (see Chapter 4.4).
Table 4.3 shows a list of implemented functions with examples for sentences. Each one can be called using “Alexa, ask David to...” or after “Alexa, open David’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charge or detract money from a user.</td>
<td>“Add 3 euros to 137”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check one or more machine status.</td>
<td>“Check the dns”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear Alexa command history.</td>
<td>“Clear the history”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear CUPS’s printing queue.</td>
<td>“Clear the printer spool”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promote or demote a user to admin.</td>
<td>“Promote 137 to admin”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable or disable a user.</td>
<td>“Enable the user 137”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop the network leases.</td>
<td>“Drop the leases”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check the network load.</td>
<td>“Check the network load”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count the connected people.</td>
<td>“How many users are online?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reboot the MikroTik.</td>
<td>“Reboot the router”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renew Certbot’s certificates.</td>
<td>“Renew the certificates”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset all the Access Points (CAPs).</td>
<td>“Reset all the access points”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shutdown, startup, or restart a VM.</td>
<td>“Shutdown the radius”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-configure the CAPs channels.</td>
<td>“Setup the channels”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancel and stop a print job.</td>
<td>“Stop the printer!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increment or decrement the user speed.</td>
<td>“Reduce the user limit”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check if the UPS is online / on battery.</td>
<td>“Check the UPS”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Some implemented functionalities with examples.

In addition, by saying “Help”, “Guide me”, or similar sentences; Alexa prompts a vocal menu with all the implemented functions. It is useful if the user can’t remember a command syntax (even if Watson Assistant ML functionality gives some room for the correct understanding of user intentions).
To conclude this chapter, the screen in Figure 4.10 shows a test made using the Alexa Developer Console, accessible by web interface. It is useful for testing, as the entire body sent by the POST request is reported, allowing an easy diagnostic and troubleshooting process pre and post Service Layer.

In addition, the Developer Console allows also to test vocal input using the PC microphone to test the AAS Spech-To-Text for the skill.

Figure 4.10: The Alexa Developer Console testing the SalaOlimpo skill.
4.3 Telegram and Node-RED

4.3.1 Creating a bot

In addition to the Alexa Skill, David serves user requests coming from a Telegram bot. So, in this section the interaction of Telegram and David is explained in detail.

Telegram is a cloud-based instant messaging and VoIP service. Alongside the standard messaging utility, Telegram can be used to call functions and services by means of bots [75]. Bots are Telegram accounts operated by programs. They can respond to messages, can be added to groups and can be integrated with other programs. They can be messaged exactly like common users.

In this case, a new bot named “David” with ID “@salaolimpo_bot” is created, using The BotFather [76]. Basically it is itself a bot used to generate new bots and retrieve the HTTP token for them, using the /newbot function.

After retrieving the token, the bot can be handled using Node-RED [77]. The BotFather logo is shown in Figure 4.11.

![The BotFather logo](image)

Figure 4.561: The BotFather logo.

Node-RED is a flow-based development tool developed originally by IBM for wiring together devices, APIs and online services as part of the IoT\(^{(1)}\). It provides a browser-based flow editor, which can be used to create JavaScript functions.

Node-RED is installed in the same virtual machine hosting the David Service Layer (see Chapter 4.2) alongside its run-time environment, which is Node.js\(^{(2)}\).

\(^{(1)}\) The Internet of Things (IoT) is the network of physical devices, home appliances, and other items embedded with electronics, software and sensors which enables these things to connect and exchange data. It encourages integration of the physical world into computer-based systems, resulting in efficiency improvements, economic benefits, and reduced human exertions.

\(^{(2)}\) Node.js is an open-source and cross-platform JavaScript run-time environment that executes JavaScript code outside of a browser.
Once installed, it can be used as a web application, and the first operation to be performed is the **palette** installation [78]. They are essentially a set of **nodes** that can be added to the standard ones, and can be used to performs specific tasks.

A Node-RED node represents a function itself. They are linked with connectors, which are useful to draw a graphical flow for each packet going through the system. Node-RED comes with a core set of pre-installed nodes, but there are a growing number of additional ones available for install into Node-RED projects.

More specifically, the most important palettes installed are:

- `contrib-telegrambot`, used to manage the Telegram bot.
- `node-watson`, used to call Watson cloud services.
- `contrib-influxdb`, used to save data in InfluxDB (**see Chapter 3.14**).
- `node-smmp`, used to retrieve data using the SNMP protocol.
- `contrib-key-value-store`, `contrib-splitter` and minors.

Nodes can be deployed in many **flows**, each one ideally representing a functionality. Each flow is crossed from left to right by means of a JSON object named `msg`, which contains a field named `payload` mostly used to carry information, some ID fields representing the message, and other custom fields.

Flows contain also some debug nodes (or **Torch**) which can be used to check the content of the `msg` object and/or its `msg.payload` object.

An example of flow (the David Main flow) is presented in **Figure 4.15**.

![Figure 4.15: The David Main flow.](image-url)
4.3.2. David Main Flow description

The base flow for this chapter is called “David Main’. It is in charge to perform the basic action of the David chatbot\(^{(1)}\), i.e. to handle a user request.

The main steps performed by this flow are shown in Figure 4.12 and here reported:

1. The **Telegram Receiver** node is activated, receiving the message [79].
   It can be simply configured by inserting the HTTP Token of the bot, along with its name. This node creates the first msg packet, inserting in the payload the **chatId** (which represents the chat identifier, unique for a single user or group), the **type** (message, voice, etc.) and the **content**, representing the textual content of the message or an URI pointing the multimedia resource (like an image or an audio in ogg format).

2. A sub-flow name **filter** is applied to exclude the messages representing commands. To do so, each message matching the regular expression “\|/.*” are excluded.
   This operation is performed as command are managed by different flows.

3. A sub-flow named “**Authentication**” asserts that the user is authenticated using a simple password, which must be inserted only the first time a user starts a chat with the bot.
   This sub-flow will be described in the next chapter.

4. A **Switch** node checks the property **type** inside the payload, to determine if the message is textual, vocal or something else.
   a. If the type is **vocal**, [go-to 5].
   b. If the type is **message** (i.e. textual), [go-to 6].
   c. If the type is neither vocal or message, then a 415 error response is generated to inform the user that the content is not supported.
   Examples of unsupported content are images or videos.
   Then [go-to 11].

5. The audio URI, retrieved by means of the **weblink** attribute, is sent to **Watson Speech-To-Text** [80], using the proper node.
   This cloud service converts audio and voice into written text. The response is then prepared to be sent to Watson Assistant using the **Change** node to edit the content of msg.
   This step allows to interact with the bot by means of vocal notes, really useful in some situations. Finally, [go-to 7].

6. Using a change node, the textual message retrieved from the payload is prepared to be sent to Watson Assistant, so [go-to 7].

\(^{(1)}\) A **chatbot** (also known as a talkbot or chatterbot) is a computer program or an artificial intelligence which conducts a conversation via auditory or textual methods. Such programs are often designed to convincingly simulate how a human would behave as a conversational partner.
7. The prepared text is sent to **Watson Assistant**, the same IBM service used by Alexa for intent and entity recognition (see Chapter 4.2).  
The response is sent in parallel to two steps, [go-to 8 & 9].
8. If an intent requiring *slots and entities* is concluded, the context is cleared using again the Assistant node to override the locally-saved context.  
Then [exit flow].
9. The result is sent as a standard POST request to **David’s Service Layer**  
to perform the required action. This service layer has been already described in previous chapter (see Chapter 4.1), and will be discussed more in detail in the next chapters (see Chapter 4.5).
The generated response is formatted as JSON with the proper node and another change node.
10. Two switch node are used to check if the output is a text, voice or photo.
   a. If the output is a photo (detected by the presence of one or more 
      links in the David SL response) or it must be translated to voice 
      (detected by a flag saved for each user), the packet is sent to the 
      **David Voice/Photo flow** described later.
   b. Else it is formatted and sent to the final node [go-to 11].
11. The **Telegram Sender** node receives the msg packet, and sends the text contained in the payload to the user chat through the bot.

As for the receiver, it is configured by inserting the HTTP Token of the bot.

The result is actually pretty good especially for textual messages, since Watson Assistant performs a better intent recognition in absence of noises introduced by the Speech-To-Text operation, needed in the Alexa system and for Telegram vocal messages. Example of chats using different requests and outputs are presented in the **Figure 4.13** below.

---

*Figure 4.58: Examples of chat using textual messages, voice notes and photos.*
Despite the noise problem for audio notes, Watson demonstrated good accuracy for the Speech-To-Text service, and the possibility to send vocal messages to the bot is useful and often faster than typing the message.

In addition, the Telegram bot allows to communicate using images, used in this case to represent graphs extracted using the Grafana API to render the images. This is extremely useful and faster than browsing manually to the Grafana web interface, especially if only one or few graphs are required to check.

4.3.3 Authentication Sub-Flow description

The authentication sub-flow is actually pretty simple. Although Telegram provides its own authorization policies by means of tokens, it has been chosen a custom solution in order to simplify the authentication with a password to be introduced.

![Node-RED](image)

*Figure 4.594: The Authentication flow.*

The flow is reported in the *Figure 4.14*, and the steps are here reported:

1. The content of the payload is saved to another parameter, in order to be recovered at the end of authentication process and leave the payload free for the other operations of this sub-flow.
2. The chatId (as unique identifier for the chat) is used as a key in a key-value store to check if a user has been previously authenticated.
3. If yes, then the payload is recovered and sent to the main David Flow.
4. Else, the content of the message is checked for the password.
   a. If it is correct, then the key-value store is updated to set the user as authenticated. Then a response is built to inform the user.
b. Else, a response is built to request the correct password to the user.
5. The response is sent using the Telegram sender node, and the payload is recovered to be correctly returned to David Main flow.

Note that if a user is already authenticated, then only the first two steps are performed, introducing only a small delay to the entire flow.

4.3.4 David Voice/Photo Flow description

David chatbot has also the possibility to respond using vocal notes. This option can be enabled with commands\(^{(1)}\).

Commands currently implemented by this bot are:

- /setvocal, which enables the vocal output for requests.
- /changetone, which changes David voice tone.
- /notifyme, which sets a notification level (see Chapter 4.3.5).

To provide this functionality, the Node-RED palette for Telegram provides a specific node called **Command node** which can be set to handle a specific one.

When a command is sent, the flow proceeds as follow. It can be seen graphically on the top part of Figure 4.15.

1. The specific **Command node** activates and creates the first packet.
   This packet of course is filtered with the Authentication Sub-Flow, same as standard messages (see Chapter 4.3.5)
2. A confirm message is created using the **Function node** (performing a general JavaScript function).
   This confirm message is disposed to use the **Inline Keyboard**, which basically displays some options like “Yes” and “No”.
3. The Telegram sender node sends the message.
4. After the user chooses the option, the **Callback Query node** is activated to handle that message, as pressing an option in the inline keyboard is not considered as a standard message.
5. A Switch node detects the correct command received (/setvocal, /changetone), and choses the correct path.
6. An update on the key-value store is performed to correctly set the user preference for the command.
7. Finally, a confirm message is sent with the Telegram sender, to inform the user about the correctness of the operation.

\(^{(1)}\) **Commands** are Telegram messages preceded by a slash, and each one represents a specific operation for the chatbot.
Figure 4.60: The David Voice/Photo flow.

This flow contains also the operation needed to output an image or a photo, based on the user preference already discussed or the necessity to display a graph generated with the Grafana API [81].

Referencing the bottom part of Figure 4.15, the steps performed are:

- For the voice type, the user preference set with the /changetone command is retrieved, to select the desired tone for vocal output. Later, the msg coming from the main flow is prepared using a change node to be passed to Watson Text-To-Speech [82], after selecting the correct parameters for the Watson call using the Switch node. This cloud service converts written text into audio and voice, and it is used to create vocal notes used by the bot. The response comes by means of an Ogg file (.oga) saved in the msg payload in binary form (resulting in a buffer type for JavaScript). The response is finally formatted for the output by setting the type voice and it is sent to the Telegram sender node.

- For the photo type, the msg comes from the main flow in form of a set of URL, each one representing a locally-saved photo retrieved using the Grafana API. The packet is thus split into a set of messages, each one sent to the Telegram sender node after a proper formatting, performed by setting the type of the message to photo.

The implementation of voice notes and images as a response is a very peculiar feature of this chatbot, and makes its utilization customizable, flexible and simple. In addition, it is nice to use different voice tone based on a user preference.
4.3.5 David Notifier Flow description

David has also the possibility to send notification for different kind of events, like power outage and unwanted access to a part of the system.

![Image of David Notifier flow](image)

*Figure 61: The David Notifier flow.*

This option can be enabled with the command `/notifyme`, acting as described below and presented in Figure 4.16.

- For the command part, same as the voice commands, the packet is received, authenticated, and formatted to display an inline keyboard. Finally, it is sent to the Telegram sender node.
  
  Same as before (see Chapter 4.3.4), the Callback Query node is activated in response to the user choice. Finally, an update on the key-value store is performed and the confirmation message is sent back.

- For the actual notification part, an http POST method is exposed under a specific URL.
  
  An Alert is created using the Grafana specific function, which allows to specify a channel to send a notification when an Alert Rule activates. Some rules are presented in Figure 4.17.

  In particular, the channel configured is a webhook [83], which actually sends the notification via POST.

  Later on, a switch along with a key-value-store node selects all the users which have requested notification. Finally, the message is split for each user using a splitter node and sent to the Telegram sender node.

This notification service is really useful, and along with the possibility to retrieve graphical representation of data using the already described flow (see Chapter 4.3.4) it makes diagnose and troubleshooting easy and effective, especially since it needs only a smartphone to be brought along.
4.4 David Service Layer

4.4.1 Frameworks used

This section describes David Service Layer more in depth.

It is called by both Alexa and Telegram to perform the requested operation and, in the Alexa case, the intent and entity recognition. In the Telegram architecture, it is not needed since this step is performed by Node-RED.

As mentioned in the previous chapters, this service is developed using the SpringBoot framework and the Maven build tool.

All the endpoints are mapped in the RestfulController class of the service.web package, which simply calls the main static methods contained in the MainFunctions class of the service.impl package. It is shown in Figure 4.16.

While the service.web package contains all the classes strictly needed by SpringBoot, along with some initializations, the service.impl package contains all the classes implementing the general functions, like:

- **MainFunctions**, containing the main method called by Alexa and Telegram functions of the RestfulController class.
- **TakeAction**, which invokes the correct operation based on the intents and entities returned by Watson Assistant.
- **WatsonImpl**, containing the logic needed to fire the call to Assistant and generate the proper URL needed.
Other packages are:

- The service.magic, containing classes for calling specific services.
  Examples of classes included in this package are reported in Table 4.4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LdapTool</td>
<td>for LDAP operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MachineTest</td>
<td>to check the VMs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MikrotikAsk</td>
<td>for MikroTik functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyCupsClient</td>
<td>for CUPS operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyHttpTest</td>
<td>for internal APIs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySqlImp</td>
<td>for MySQL operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiceSSH</td>
<td>for SSH connections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMA</td>
<td>to use VMware API</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This set of functions is not described in detail, being those classes standard code to execute standard operations.

- The service.util, containing standard utilities such as:
  - **Constants**, containing all the constants of the Service Layer.
    This class is very useful since all the edit of API Tokens, username, password and such items can be performed just by editing this file.
  - **Graph**, representing the relationship between a graphs and IDs.
    Each instance represents a set of graph IDs related to a particular set of graphs, identified by an entity returned by Watson.
    As example, the “ISP graph” set (the entity returned by Watson) has two IDs, one for download and one for upload.
  - **JsonUtils**, used to create json-formatted objects for many services.
    Examples are the responses prepared for Alexa, or the creation of the body to be sent to Watson Assistant.
A screen of the packages used by the Service Layer, along with the content of those packages, is shown in Figure 4.63.

![Project Explorer Screen](image)

**Figure 4.63: The project explorer screen.**

The deploy on the Tomcat Server (see Chapter 4.1) is performed using the `tomcat7-maven-plugin`, which can be configured on the `pom.xml` file [84].

To start the deploy, a run configuration can be called using `tomcat7:deploy` (for the first release) or `tomcat7: redeploy` (for updates) as goal.

Any change of the code is committed, pushed and pulled from the GitHub repository, found as said in [https://github.com/SalaOlimpo/Davia-Alexa](https://github.com/SalaOlimpo/Davia-Alexa).

### 4.4.2 Operations performed

In this section an example of execution of the Alexa service is proposed.

1. A POST request is sent to the Service Layer by Alexa, and it immediately calls the proper function in the `MainFunctions` class.
2. The session ID is retrieved from the packet, and used to retrieve the **Context** object from the previous conversation. This object is used by Watson as a state variable for visiting the dialogue graph.
3. If the request type is a **LaunchRequest** (i.e. the first request opening David [85]), an empty message is generated for Watson using the JsonUtil class.

4. If the request type is an **IntentRequest** with **AMAZON.StopIntent**, then the context saved on the database is cleared and the response is built and returned.
   This basically means that the user has ended the dialogue with Alexa.

5. If the request type is an IntentRequest with **AMAZON.HelpIntent**, then the input text is set to “Help”. Else, the text is extracted from the **EveryThingSlot**.

6. The **Watson Assistant call** is performed with a method of WatsonImpl class. The text is later extracted to be prepared for the output.

7. The context retrieved from Watson Assistant is saved on the database, and the response is built with a method of JsonUtil class.

8. If the response contains an **Intent**, it is checked using a series of conditional instruction in a method of the **TakeAction** class. Then the proper operation is performed using the correct class from the service magic package.

9. If the response contains a **CompletedIntent** (i.e. an intent containing all the requires slots), it is checked using another method of the TakeAction class. Then, the context is cleared to delete the slots filled by Watson.

10. The response from TakeAction is used to build a response packet for Alexa. If an exception occurs, then the error message is returned in the same way.

The execution of the Telegram service is similar but simpler, since many functions are demanded to Node-RED, and Amazon standard Intents (i.e. LaunchRequest, HelpIntent and StopIntent) are not present.

In particular:

1. A POST request is sent to the SL by Alexa, and it immediately calls the proper function in the MainFunctions class.

2. If it contains an **Intent**, it is checked for Intents and CompletedIntent using the **TakeAction** class, exactly like before.

3. The response from TakeAction is used to build a response packet for Telegram.

One important difference the possibility to send photo. In particular, if a graph is required, the result of the Grafana render API is saved locally to a file, using a standard **HttpURLConnection** operation with **Basic Authentication**.

The URLs of those files are finally returned by the Service Layer to Node-RED, in order to be formatted for the output (see Chapter 4.3.4).

To conclude this chapter, an example of method called (the main method of the Alexa flow) is reported in **CodeView 4.1**.
/** *
 * Method called for the Alexa service
 * *
 * @param payload the payload of the request
 * @return the response payload of the request
 */
public String runAlexa(String payload) throws Exception {
  JSONObject jsonObject = new JSONObject(payload);
  JSONObject watsonBody = null;
  String requestText = null;

  try {
    //== Building the body for Watson call ==
    JSONObject watsonResponse = getWatsonResponse(watsonBody);
    String textResponse = watsonResponse.getJSONObject("output").getString("text");
    return buildAlexaResponse(textResponse, false).toString();
  } catch (Exception ex) {
    return buildAlexaResponse(ex.getMessage(), true).toString();
  }
}

//== Retrieving session ID ==
String sessID = args.getJSONObject("session").getString("sessionId");

//== If LaunchRequest, it doesn't contain intents ==
if (args.getJSONObject("request").getString("type").equals("LaunchRequest")) {
  watsonBody = buildWatsonData("",");
  //== Fire the Watson call for this specific case ==
  JSONObject watsonResponse = getWatsonResponse(watsonBody);
  String textResponse = watsonResponse.getJSONObject("output").getString("text");
  LNK.setContext(sessID, watsonResponse.getJSONObject("context").toString(), General.ALEXA);
  return buildAlexaResponse(textResponse, false).toString();
}

//== If StopIntent, close david ==
if (args.getJSONObject("request").getJSONObject("intent").getString("name").equals("AMAZON.StopIntent")) {
  LNK.delAlexaContext();
  return buildAlexaResponse("Closing david", true).toString();
}

//== If HelpIntent, handle with Assistant ==
if (args.getJSONObject("request").getJSONObject("intent").getString("name").equals("AMAZON.HelpIntent")) {
  requestText = "Help";
  else {
    requestText = args.getJSONObject("request").getJSONObject("intent");
    .getJSONObject("slots").getJSONObject("EverythingSlot").getString("value");
  }

  //== Retrieving the context and logging the query ==
  String watsonID = LNK.getContext(sessID, General.ALEXA);
  LNK.logQuery(requestText, General.ALEXA);

  //== Building the body for Watson call ==
  if (watsonID == null)
    watsonBody = buildWatsonData(requestText);
  else
    watsonBody = buildWatsonData(requestText, watsonID);

  //== Fire the Watson call ==
  JSONObject watsResponse = getWatsonResponse(watsonBody);
  String textResponse;
  if (watsResponse.getJSONObject("output").getJSONArray("text").length() > 0)
    textResponse = watsResponse.getJSONObject("output").getJSONArray("text").getString(0);
  else
    textResponse = "No response for this action";
  LNK.setContext(sessID, watsResponse.getJSONObject("context").toString(), General.ALEXA);

  //== Execute the relative action ==
  try {
    String actionResponse = null;
    if (watsResponse.getJSONObject("output").has("completedIntent")) {
      actionResponse = TakeAction.pickCompleted( 
        watsResponse.getJSONObject("output").getString("completedIntent"), 
        watsResponse.getJSONObject("context")
      );
      if (actionResponse != null) textResponse = actionResponse;
    } else if (watsResponse.getJSONArray("intents").length() > 0) {
      actionResponse = TakeAction.pick() 
        watsResponse.getJSONObject("context")
      );
      if (actionResponse != null) textResponse = actionResponse;
    }
    catch (Exception ex) {
      return buildAlexaResponse(ex.getMessage(), true).toString();
    }
  return buildAlexaResponse(textResponse, false).toString();
}
Chapter 5: Closing notes

5.1 Conclusions

During this project realization, a lot of issues were encountered. In particular, the absence of any guide or reference manual made the implementation of this solution extremely complex.

However, the result is outstanding as the system is completely customized to perfectly fit the use case and the functional requirements of the project.

In addition, all the faced issues led to an incredible personal growth for all the components of the development team, especially since this project covers the majority of the topic discussed during university courses. This made the realization of this architecture a perfect chance to practice all the received teachings and master the concepts through practical application.

Besides working, the solution also grants an excellent user experience, since the system is complete and fast. Many positive feedback comments from the end users demonstrate that this implementation was a success.

The introduction of David was also a further step, which wasn’t necessary for the system to work, but it is actually a useful service created in order to test several new technologies like IBM Watson, Amazon Alexa and the Telegram bot engine, in a really custom fashion.

The result far exceeded the expectations, as it perfectly integrates with the entire architecture to provide all of its features. As already mentioned, despite being fully functional, this can be considered only a prototype, since there is much room to keep evolving this platform by adding communication channels, possible operations and lots of functionalities to increase the coverage of the product.

In fact, the entire project keeps evolving every day, for example:

- The network infrastructure, along with the configuration, is evolving to provide even better service, by upgrading the hardware and updating the configurations. As example, in the nearly future the entire system will be fibre-based and using only 5.0 GHz access point.
- The server contains a lot of newly-created machine in TEST and ACC environments, which are still under development to provide more services to the system and/or to the users. Some examples are the Windows Update Server, the local repository for Linux updates, an Asterisk machine for creating a VoIP infrastructure, a document server and many other. Even more servers are currently on analysis to be later developed.
David keeps receiving daily updates, in order to provide better access to the platform and add more unique features.

An example is the addition of the **Locality** feature of the Amazon Skill Kit, which allows to set different languages for the service. In fact, David is currently under development in order to add the Italian language.

In addition, Watson Assistant can always be improved by adding new examples, removing conflicting ones, and in general better refine old or new intents to keep improving the overall service.

Maybe other services from IBM Cloud will be added in the future, to improve the **cognitive aspect** of this project. The Watson Suite is evolving fast, and new services are created and made accessible every day. An example of the services from the Watson Suite, retrieved from the IBM Content Catalog, is shown in **Figure 5.1**.

![Figure 5.1: The IBM Content Catalog, showing some services from the Watson Suite.](image)

It surely was a challenging task, but the entire team is really satisfied with the outcome and glad for this unique opportunity to freely experiment a large set of software, products and devices while creating this beloved infrastructure.
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